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One of several fuel-saving operational concepts being investigated is
the application of state-of-the-art hand-held calculators to serve as
Flight Performance Advisory Systems (FPAS). The principal function of a
FPAS is to advise the pilot, based on the aircraft drag configuration,
and gross weight, of the optimum flight performance parameters such as
altitude and airspeed. The research reported herein is the development
of the mathematical relationships for the effects of the wind on the
aircraft optimum cruise performance. This thesis also describes the
operating procedure of a Hewlett-Packard HP-41CV hand-held calculator
programmed to serve as an F-4E and F-5E Flight Performance Advisory
System. The objective of the FPAS is to recommend optimal flight pro-
files to achieve maximum fuel conservation. Because of the constraints
imposed by HP-41CV memory size, the F-4E FPAS is comprised of three
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The total fuel cost for U.S. Navy aircraft alone in 1980 was $1
billion and is forecast to continue to rise as the supply of natural
petroleum diminishes and the price per barrel increases. OPNAVINST
4100.5A of 9 May 1978 set the goal for aircraft energy consumption as "5
percent reduction in fossil fuel energy consumption per flight hour by
the end of 1985, using 1975 as baseline".
Accordingly, the Naval Air Development Center (NADC) has been in-
vestigating candidate fuel savings modifications and operational concepts
for a variety of naval aircraft. The goal of this investigation, under-
taken as part of the Naval Material Command sponsored Navy Aircraft Fuel
*Conservation (NAFC) program, is to identify, develop, and incorporate
selected aircraft modifications and/or operational concepts aimed at
increasing aircraft energy efficiency (reducing fuel consumption per
flight hour). One of several operational concepts being addressed by
NADC is the use of hand-held calculators as a Flight Performance Advisory
System (FPAS). The principal function of the FPAS is to advise the pilot
of the altitude and the airspeed combination that will yield maximum
flight efficiency in terms of fuel consumption. At present, such infor-
mation is manually derived by tedious manipulation of NATOPS or Flight
Manual charts thereby discouraging frequent in-flight optimization. It
is expected that F-4E and F-SE FPAS will simplify the task of in-flight
optimization, resulting in increased frequency of usage and improved
accuracy.
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The HP-41CV hand-held calculator [Ref. 1] was selected because of its
relatively low cost and incorporation of the latest hand-held calculator
technology including alphanumeric display and large random access memory
(RAM). In addition, this calculator can be configured with a read-only
memory (ROM) providing increased memory capability.
While sophisticated on-board computers used by the commercial air-
lines resulted in reported fuel-savings on the order of 4%-8% [Ref. 2:
pp. 7] it is recognized that the military fighter community is unlikely
to realize such high fuel-savings. However, it is believed that simple,
low cost FPAS, such as a hand-held calculator, could assist the fighter
pilot to achieve fuel-savings on the order of 1%-2% [Ref. 2: pp. 7]. The
research on FPAS reported herein was undertaken in conjunction with an
investigation and the development of mathematical relationships that can
be used to obtain optimum aircraft ground specific range when flying with
a head wind or tail wind. More specifically, a means is developed for
computing best ground specific range (BGSR) for an aircraft operating in
wind conditions and computing the best range Mach number (BRMN) under
wind conditions.
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II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION - REGRESSION PROCEDURE
Formulas used in thh FPAS programs were developed from the charts in
the performance section of the F-4E and F-5E Dash 1 Flight Manual [Refs.
3 and 4]. A multiple linear regression was performed on data points
selected from the appropriate Flight Manual charts.
The form of the linear regression is:
n
Y = 7 a. Xi  (2-1)i=1
Where ai are constants and Xi are independent variables. The Xi can be
powers of the independent variables; for example Xi could be DC squared
where DC is drag count. Hence the regression uses a multivariable high
order polynomial which allows numerous combinations of the independent
variables (gross weight, drag count, temperature, etc.) to be used to
form the regression.
The library programs available at the Naval Postgraduage School on
the IBM 370/3033 computer system were used. The program used was MINITAB
which was developed by Pond Laboratory at the Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity [Ref. 5: pp. 66]. Data are input in the form of independent and
dependent variables for each point selected from a curve in the Flight
Manual charts. Products of the independent variables and powers thereof
can be defined in the program and used in the regression.
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The first criterion used in selecting the best regression is the
. R-squared value. The definition of R-squared is given in [Ref. 5: pp.
72). The R-squared value is a measure of how well the regression equa-
tion fits the data, with 100% indicating a perfect fit. As R-squared
- values approaches unity the regression has minimal error. The second
criterion is the comparison between the actual dependent variable value
and the value predicted from the regression formula. The final decision
was made by assessing actual residual which equals predicted value sub-
tracted from observed value.
14
~.i. III. EFFECTS OF WIND ON THE AIRCRAFT OPTIMUM
CRUISE PERFORMANCE
A. INTRODUCTION
U.S. Naval Air Development Center was investigating several candidate
fuel-saving aircraft modifications and operational concepts for the air-
craft. In supporting the Navy Aircraft Fuel Conservation (NAFC) Program,
Professor Allen E. Fuhs developed mathematical models for the wind
effects on the aircraft optimum cruise performance [Ref. 6]. All the
equations and algebra were lengthy, and the mathematical madel was
limited to a first order analysis.
Here, in this thesis, a mathematical model was developed with second
order analysis. Once the functional relationships between the aircraft
specific range with no wind and flight velocity are known, the best range
Mach number and ground specific range with wind can be determined with
this model.
The functional relationships of the aircraft specific range with or
without wind and true airspeed can be found by computer program 'BICSAC'
[Ref. 2: pp. 8], which was developed by Naval Air Development Center.
Input data consists of tables containing lift coefficients, ingine thrust
vs. fuel flow, and drag counts. All of these data vary from aircraft to
aircraft. The method used to calculate the effects of the wind on the
aircraft specific range using probabilistic approach [Ref. 2], which was
developed by Naval Air Development Center, was reasonable. However,
mathematical models of the wind effect on the aircraft specific range was
sought; the models highlight the important aircraft parameters influ-
encing ground specific range.
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Here the mathematical models of the wind effects on the aircraft
specific range are derived and are used to calculate an example for a
specific aircraft.
B. DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS
The equations were derived as follows: Specific Range is defined as
NM/lbs. fuel:
SR = 0.592 (Yf) (3-1)
Wf
where V is velocity in ft./sec. and Wf is fuel flow rate in pounds per
second. The constant 0.592 converts ft./sec. to knots. Fuel flow rate
(Wf) is multiplication of SFC and thrust:
Wf = (SFC)F (3-2)
where F is thrust in pounds. The thrust is equal to drag in level flight
profile and can be represented as follows:
F = 0 = (L/-D (3-3)
where D is drag, W is aircraft gross weight in pouhds, and L/D is lift/
drag ratio. The effect of wind on ground specific range to be derived.
Specific Range is defined as follows:
SR V L/ (3-4)(SFC)W
16
p..
where V is true airspeed in ft./sec., L/D is the lift/drag ratio for the
aircraft, SFC is specific fuel consumption, and W is aircraft weight in
pounds. Specific range, SR, is applicable only in the absence of wind.
When the aircraft flys in a wind of velocity, V, the specific range
becomes the ground specific range GSR which is
GSR W =(7 / SR (3-5)
Where V is aircraft velocity relative to the ground. Specific range is
g
a function of true airspeed and has a maximum value at the peak of the SR
versus velocity curve. L/D and SFC are needed as functions of V.
1. Aerodynamics
Drag Coefficient is comprised of parasite drag and induced drag.
CD = CD + CD. (3-6)
0 i
where CDo is defined as the drag coefficient without stores or lift. CD
is induced drag and is defined as follows:
3CDC i  C2 (3-7)
iL
Lift/drag ratio can be represented as follows:
CL CDo + aCD (3-8)
- C. CLID L -L
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Equation (3-4) indicates that a large value of L/D is desireable for
large SR; to find the maximum L/D take the partial derivative of (CL/CD)
with respect to CL which gives the following relation:
a (CD). [%0 + 8CD(3-9)Lc- L L --LI
See Figure 1 which is a plot of L/D versus lift coefficient. As shown,
the peak of the L/D curve is designated (L/D)*. Since CD= 2CD at maximum)0
L/D, the equation of (L/D)* is as follows:
(L/D)* [4 3C - (3-10)
An equation for CL which is the value of lift coefficient for (L/D)*,
is useful for fitting aircraft data. Using equation (3-9)
3C2La [2 (L/D)* C](3-11)
Combining equations (3-10) and (3-11) yields
*2 = [ aToj (3-12)
L D j CD
One can calculate L/D versus lift coefficient combining the equations
(3-8), (3-11), and (3-12). Equations (3-11) and (3-12) help select the
parameters C % When the aircraft is in cruising flight, the aircraft




Figure 1. L/D Versus Lift Coefficient
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[" t=W (3-13)... 2
where p is density at altitude in slug/ft 3 and S is wing area in ft 2 .
Thus, the lift coefficient becomes:
CL = ( (3-14)
Equations (3-8) and (3-14) can be combined giving L/D as a function of
aircraft flight velocity
LID = [ S +(a--(- )]-(3-15)
Equation (3-15) can be inserted into equation (3-4). The goal is to
express SR as a function of flight velocity. The only other term which
is not expressed as a function of V in equation (3-4) is SFC. SFC is a
complicated function of throttle setting, flight velocity, and altitude.
Typical curves of SFC are given in the USAF Grey Book [Ref. 6]. In this
thesis, curves of SR as a function of V are used. The curves are from
[Ref. 2].
2. Wind Equations
Ground specific range is a function of ground speed and specific
range which has been defined in the previous section. (See Figure 2 for
the geometry of the velocity triangle.) Ground speed is a function of
wind velocity, aircraft velocity, and the angle 0 is measured from the
20
Vgw
Figure 2. Figure for True Airspeed,
Wind Velocity, and Cround
Speed
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wind velocity vector to the vector for aircraft velocity relative to the
ground. From the cosine law, ground velocity can be computed as follows:
Vg = cosO ± {V2 - V 2 (1 - cos2e)} (3-16)
The algebraic sign must be selected in equation (3-16). A choice has
been made that when 0 is 0 degrees, the wind is a tail wind. If it is
1800, then cosO is -1, and it is a head wind. The ground speed becomes
V-VW. Divide equation (3-16) by V to give the following relationship.
o•o ( V)
U= = cose + I- V (I - cos20)k (3-17)
Substitution of equation (3-17) into (3-5) gives GSR as a function of
velocity as follows:
GSR = 1 - (I - cos20) + T- cos (3-18)
Take the partial derivative of GSR with respect to velocity in order to
find the velocity for maximum GSR. In order to make the equation simple,
take the natural logarithm for equation (3-18)
V
ln(GSR) = ln(SR) + ln(9) (3-19)
The derivative of the Equation (3-19) is
-3GSR] [_ ,L8SR, + ( VL/) (3-20)
GSR v vSR 3V J V 3V
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The basic equation for finding maximum GSR becomes
IS ii 9/V (3-21)
Substitution of equation (3-17) into the right hand side of equation
(3-21) gives
3(V 9/V) = (.1) - ) (l-cos2G) V cose [1 -V, (-cos2O )] 11
9*V [1] -LVW (l-2)][11 - VW (-cos2e)~ + W coselfl
(3-22)
The approach will be to use curves for a specific aircraft for evaluation
of the left hand side of equation (3-21). Equation (3-22) can be used
for the right hand side of equation (3-21).
3. Second Order Analysis
The first order analysis for finding the best range Mach number
and the magnitude of GSR has been accomplished. See the Notes for
AE 3001 Aircraft Energy Conservation [Ref. 6]. A second order analysis
is accomplished in this section. Define U as ground speed divided by
g
true airspeed, i.e., U = V /V; also define UW = Vw/V. Define e as
(V*-V0 )/V0 and GSR=SRU g where V is the velocity for maximum specific
range with no wind, and V* is the velocity for maximum specific range
with wind. SR can be expanded in a Taylor series about V0 as follows:
SR(V) = SR(V) + (a-R) (VV + 32SR ) 2 (3-23)0 8V (VV 0) (2 2
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The second term (3SR/3V) becomes zero when velocity is V0 since aSR/aV is
evaluated at the peak of the SR curve where the derivative of SR with
respect to V is zero. The graphiLal illustration can be found in Figure
3. In Figure 4 one uses straight line for first order solution. One
assumes ab and cb are straight lines. An equation is needed for the
curve passing through points a and b in Figure 4. Define F(V) as
follows:
F(V) ( R) aS)
Note that F(VO) 0 0. Then F(V) can be represented by a Taylor series
expansion about V0 as follows:
F(V) = F(Vo) + ( F) (V-Vo) + ( d2) VV)2 (3-24)
In this series representation of the F(V), dF/dV can be expressed in
terms of SR by
2
1 dSR, (1) ,d2SR)dF/dV = (-SRz) (V-) + d-- (3-25)
The first term in equation (3-25) is also zero at V0 for the same reason
as mentioned above. Therefore, equation (3-24) can be rewritten using
equation (3-25) as follows:
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Figure 4. STI Versus Velocity
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lReplacing V-V0 with eV0 gives
F(V) ( 32SR e (3-27)
Equation (3-27) is appropriate for a fiv-st order analysis. An equation
for the straight line passing through d and e in Figure 5 can be obtained
by expanding equation (3-17) about VO. Recall V=V0 (l+&) where E is much
less than unity. Define UW0 = (Vw/Vo), which is much less than unity,
also, when compared to unity, second order analysis retains terms like E,
UWo9 0a ' and UWO , but discards the higher order terms like S3,
UW0 etc. which are much less than unity. Then,
Vw
UW coss (+e) cose U cose (l-C) (3-28)
0 0
and, (1-U2 (1-cos2e)) can be expanded using binomial expansion as
follows:
1 )U2 (-COS 2 )-) U4 (-cos 2e)2 . ......
The term (1/V) is the same as (1/(V 0 (l+e)), and this can be expanded
using binomial expansion as follows:
1 (1-e + C2 +.. ................
V0
Neglect terms of order higher than second. Then the term UW becomes
UWo(1-2e e2). Equation (3-22) can be written as follows:
27
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ii ~r av / j 1 (- o (-+=J 9 a- V 0 ( 3 -3 0 )
[1 U2 (1-2 o 2)(J-COS -o) U cose(l-e) - U2o(l-2et2)(lCos2e)
* .[~i- ~U~(1-2&412)(1-cos2 e)I ~Uwcs~~) W COW (l-2v..&2)(l-CoS2e)]
In the expression above, terms above third order car be neglected and
equation (3-22) can be simplified as follows:
L ( [ ol O - " uw WO (3-31)
U 3V TO[- +U DWOcos e e cose- UZ  + UZ  cose+~~ U~ 0 W0
In order to continue the reduction of equation (3-31) to second order,
U cose - CUW cosO - U2 + U2 cos6 is assumed to be X. The term
(1/(l+X)) can be expanded using binomial expansion
l R -X + X - X3 ..........
llX
(l+T ) l-u cose + EoCOSO + U2  - U2 COS 2e 4- U2 COSEe
MRW0W0W0 W0 W0
Then, equation (3-31) can be rewritten in the following simplified form.
Z.u
~~~[Lg -V]= "-]L jSR = [- L]]Vw-I [uwose - 2& UwoCOSO U2o 3-2
S SR aS 1 0 0 0 (3-32)
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Equation (3-32) is a valid second order representation of the term in-
volving the derivative of U . From equation (3-25), d2F/dV 2 at V=V0 can
be evaluated
d2F.. d 1 SR 2  1J 2 SR(3 )
,(L_) +d (3-33)
Equation (3-33) becomes
d2F [ 1 d2SR (dSR, (1) (d3SR 1[- -(s) (d--)R -) +) (334)
The first term drops out since (1/SR)(dSR/dV) is zero when evaluated at
V0.
Finally, equation (3-33) becomes[OdF 1 j L [d3SR1 3-5
dV-vat V v [Sr d
Therefore, substituting equations (3-25) and (3-35) into equation (3-24)
gives
F(V) = (1) (SR) + (v* - V L) 1 112 R) 1 L SR (V-V0)2
1 0 2(3-36)
The first term of equation (3-36) drops out since 3SR/3V is zero when
V=V O. Thus equation (3-36) can be simplified as
{ 2V2
(;*R) )V (L (3vSR + ) 3 (3-37)
1 3SR 1 0 SR = 03VR (337
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From equation (3-21), which is valid at V*, equation (3-37) and equation
(3-32), the following relationships are obtained:
1 vSR] Uwocoso -2& cose - U2 (3-38a)
and
SR] [,, (32SR) + 1 33SR
=LE-gTj (3-38b)
In order to solve equation (3-29) for e, (32 SR/)V2 ) and (a3 SR/aV3 ) should
be determined first of all. Several methods can be used to find the
derivatives of SR with respect to velocity. The aerodynamic analysis
along with an analysis for SFC is a method of determining the SR function
with respect to velocity. However, in this thesis graphical data of SR
as function of velocity for A-7E aircraft is used as one example. One
can find the SR versus V chart in Herskovitz [Ref. 2: pp. 15]. Also, one
can read the SR value with respect to aircraft velocity. Then the second
and third derivatives of SR with respect to velocity can be determined as
follows:
d2SR f(x+2h) + 2f(x+h) + f(x) (339)
The equation above can be rewritten as follows:
R-32SR S 3 " 2SR 2 + SR1  (3-40)
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Also
3SR SR4. - 3SR 3 + 3SR2 + SR13SR (AV)3  ] (3-41)
Equation (3-38) can be solved for s as indicated below. Define some
constants for convenience.
V03 a3SR
a = I- [
2R~o, ,a2R.




Then equation (3-38) becomes:
ae2 + be + c =0 (3-43)
The roots are as follows:
a + (L") (b 2 - 4ac) ] (3-44)
The square root can be expanded with the binomial expansion. Then the
roots become as follows:
el= "()(1- ) (3-45)
2 a b (-1 (3-46)
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The sign of e should flip when 8 changes from 0° to 1800. When 0 is zero
degree, the wind is a tail wind. The aircraft should fly at a slower
speed, and the sign of e is minus. When 8 is 1800, the wind is a head
wind, and the aircraft should fly at a faster speed. The sign of e is
positive.
From the beginning of Section 3., the GSR and V* are defined as
follows:
GSR = SR(U ) (3-47)
V* = V0(l+*) (3-48)
where & should be el' since &2 is a number bigger than unity. If & is
bigger than unity, it is not physically reasonable. From equations
(3-17) and (3-23), GSR can be written as follows:
GSR(V*)= R [S 2v 0 2 av IR + Uw (l-S)coso 2 1 -O s 2 0 )
[ 1 0) + 2 3 =VR 0 25~ W2) 0
(3-49)
Rearranging equation (3-49), GSR equation can be rearranged as
U2 V02  ]
GSR(V*) = SP(V O) + U (l-C)cos8 - (1-COS 26) + _ SR (3-50)
Sample calculations of 0, GSR, and V* using computer program are shown
in Appendix A and B. The aircraft in the sample problem is the A-7E,
with the following inputs: altitude 35,000 ft., drag count 50, and wind
velocity 50 knots which is changing directions from head wind to tail
wind. The ground specific range can be found in the Technical Publi-
cations [Ref. 2: pp. 17].
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A computer program for a sample problem is included in Appendix A.
The values of Specific Range in the program were taken from GSR versus
velocity chart in Herskovitz [Ref. 2: pp. 17]. The solutions of the
example problems are included in Appendix B. See Figures 8.1, B.2, and
* B.3 for graphical results.
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IV. F-4E FPAS PROGRAM
A. INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Naval Development Center (NAVAIRDEVCEN) has been investi-
gating several candidate fuel-saving modifications and operational con-
cepts for Naval aircraft including the A-7E, F-4J, P-3C, and S-3A. One
of several fuel-saving operational concepts being investigated is the
application of state-of-the-art hand-held calculators to serve as Flight
Performance Advisory System using an HP-41CV hand-held programmable
calculator [Ref. 7]. The principal function of the FPAS would be to
advise aircraft personnel of the flight conditions (speed and altitude)
yielding maximum flight efficiency measured in terms of specific range.
At present, such information is manually derived using charts in the
Flight Manuals. Repeated utilization of these charts while in flight is
not practical. It is expected that a computerized FPAS will simplify the
task of planning for fuel efficient flight.
While the Aircraft Fuel Conservation Project is examining a broad
range of FPAS options, including a microprocessor to supplement aircraft
data processing equipment, the hand-held calculator option was selected
as an interim solution because it offers immediate availability at a
relatively low cost. The HP-41CV hand-held programmable calculator was
selected because it represents the latest technology including alpha-
numeric display and 2200 bytes of random access memory (RAM). A pro-
grammable module of 8000 bytes of read only memory (ROM) is also avail-
able. Recently Hewlett-Packard developed new memory module which can add
1666 or more extended bytes of memory to the HP-4lCV calculator.
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The purpose of this part of the thesis is to document the program and
operational features of the F-4E/HP-41CV FPAS and F-5E/HP-41CV FPAS.
While the features of the program documented in this thesis are by no
means final, a foundation is formed for future development of military
aircraft in-flight software.
A description of the F-4E and F-5E programs written for the HP-41CV
calculator is contained in Chapters 4 and 5. The contents of Chapters 4
and 5 include a general overview of the entire program and the method-
ology used to generate the equations from the F-4E Flight Manual [Ref.
3], and from the F-5E Flight Manuals [Ref. 4], and a listing of program
input/ output parameters and the equations used for each program mode.
An annotated listing of the F-4E and F-5E FPAS program is contained in
Appendix D. A program User's Guide is contained in Chapter 6. Several
illustrative examples of F-4E and F-5E FPAS Program utilization are
described in Chapter 8.
B. F-4E PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The F-4E FPAS program is comprised of the following three subprograms:
(1) Optimum cruise;
(2) Bingo program; and
(3) Maximum endurance and descent.
The optimum cruise program provides the aircrew with best cruise
speed, altitude, and specific range for given aircraft gross weight and
drag count. The optimum cruise program consists of pre-flight and in-
flight modes. The former is used by the aircrew for mission profile
planning. The latter mode is exercised after takeoff using actual air-
craft weight, drag count, and outside temperature.
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The Bingo program provides the aircrew with fuel and distance re-
quired to climb to the optimum altitude; further, the Bingo program
yields distance and fuel required to descend from optimum cruise altitude
to desired altitude. This program also provides the aircrew with optimum
cruise altitude, airspeed, fuel, and distance required to fly with mini-
mum fuel consumption. The Bingo program is not only useful for the
energy conservation but is also helpful for flight safety. The Bingo
program is developed when the optimum cruise altitude is too high for
short range missions. The method for finding the peak altitude of Bingo
flight profile is provided in the Bingo program description.
The maximum endurance program was separated from the previous program
because the previous programs exceed the memory of HP-4ICV. However, the
maximum endurance and descent programs are useful for loiter flight.
1. Climb and Descent Mode Descriptions
The data used in climb mode is based on climb speed of 350 KIAS
with military thrust climb until interception of optimum cruise altitude.
When optimum Mach number and cruicn altitude are attained the optimum
conditions are maintained on the cruise leg.
The data used in descent mode is based on descent airspeed of 300
KIAS with power set at 80% RPM and speed brakes retracted.
2. Optimum Cruise Program
a. Program Input/Output Parameters
The following is a listing of the applicable common inpuc/
output parameters for each of the three F-4E programs and the F-5E
program. The symbol, definition, and units used for each input/output
parameters are shown as follows:
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DC = Drag count
BW = Base weight (bs)
SW = Store weight (lbs)
" FW = Fuel weight (Ibs)
TW = Tail wind components (kts)
ALT = Present altitude (ft)
TEMP = Present temperature (centigrade)
GW = Gross weight (ibs)
EW = Effective weight (Ibs)
SDT = Standard day temperature
BRMN = Best range Mach number
BRTAS = Best range true airspeed (kts)
BRGS = Best range ground speed (kts)
BRFF = Best range fuel flow (lbs/hr)
BRALT = Best range altitude (ft)
NBRALT = Next FAA best range altitude in feet, since FAA best
range altitude is not always assigned to the air-
craft in Instrument Flight Rule conditions. Thus
one has to have alternative best range altitude.
NFW = Fuel weight at which to initiate climb (Ibs)
CEILING = Because of aircraft configration limitation, the
1 4operator has reached his maximum altitude (ft).




This section briefly discusses the methodology used in de-
riving the equations for the F-4E FPAS program. The discussion of the
performance equations is followed by a listing of the equations for the
. optimum cruise program.
The equations for the F-4E FPAS program were obtained through
regression and graphical analysis techniques. Regression analysis em-
ployed linear regressions of polynomial. to curve fit the Flight Manual
performance data for the F-4E. Sufficiently acurate curve fit for data
from the Flight Manual could not be obtained using regression analysis in
every case. Consequently other methods or variations of regression
equations were applied. Alternate methods include piecewise curve fits
over partitioned parameter intervals.
Most of the equations were derived using the package of Mini-
tab with IBM-370 [Ref. 5: pp. 66]. Multiple regression techniques were
employed.
For optimum cruise, which is a curve fit to the curves from
the Flight Manual, equations were first derived for a standard day and
zero wind condition and later adjusted to accommodate the effects of
non-standard temperature upon air density and speed of sound and a "Rule
of Thumb" performance head wind correction. The equation of head wind
correction was derived by Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA
[Ref. 7: pp. 4].
c. The Nature of the Temperature Variations
Implicit in the computation of best range altitude is a value
for air density. The Flight Manual data assumes a standard atmosphere
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model. Thus, the first step in FPAS is to compute BRALT according to the
Flight Manual data. This altitude is translated to an equivalent
"density altitude" using an equation derived from ideal gas laws.
Correction of BRALT for Non-standard Atmospheric
Temperature. As indicated in the previous section, a
correction is made to BRALT when the ambient temperature does not equal
the value for the standard temperature. Assume the pressure in the
atmosphere as a function of altitude equals that for the standard atmo-
sphere. When the ambient temperature differs from standard temperature,
the flight altitude is adjusted so that the ambient density equals the
standard density at altitude, BRALT.
Define h1 as BRALT; define h2 as the corrected altitude.
One wants
Pa (h2 ) = Ps(h 1 ) (4-1)
Where Pa(h2) is the actual density at altitude h2 and ps(hl) is the
density for a standard atmosphere at altitude hI or BRALT. The density
p (h 2 can be expanded in a Taylor's series as
Pa(h2 ) = Pa(hl) + (d) (hz-hl) = ps(hl) (4-2)hl1
Manipulation of equation (4-2) and introduction of the perfect gas law
yields
(h hl) =p(h) - (h2) (s) () (4-3)
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The equation for static equillibrium in the atmosphere is
= P9 g(4-4)
.- dh
where P is pressure and g is the acceleration of gravity. To use equa-
tion (4-2), one needs a formula for dp/dh. From differentiation of the
perfect gas law
dP = RT ddh + pR T (4-5)
Combining equations (4-4) and (4-5) yields
tSd +dT (4-6)
dh T R dh
*. Finally equations (4-3) and (4-6) can be combined to give an expression
for the corrected altitude
2Ts (Ta " Ts (4-7)h2 1 h T " a c-2 +'dT)
"R d'h
In subsequent discussion, h2 will be identified as BRALT. If one assumes
that T. T and that the atmosphere is isothermal, i.e., dT/dh = 0, then
equation (4-7) reduces to
h2 = h 1  (Ta - Ts) (4-8)
As one would expect, when Ta is greater than Ts, then the BRALT is lower
than that value for flight in a standard atmosphere. The report by FAAC
[Ref. 1], discusses the correction of BRALT for altitude in Appendix F of
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the report. The formula derived by FAAC is equivalent to equation (4-8).
Comparison of the derivation above with that of FAAC indicates FAAC did
not state the correct assumptions involved in the altitude adjustment.
d. Equations for Optimum Cruise Program
-' Optimum cruise, which is defined by the Flight Manual for
F-4E aircraft [Ref. 3], is the maximum value of specific range. Specific
range is the nautical miles flown per pound of fuel consumed. Assuming
both engines of F-4E are operating, three charts from the Flight Manual
are relevant to determination of optimum cruise conditions. The three
charts are reproduced here as Figure 6. The small insert in Figure 6
shows that the curves are entered with drag index. Hence, drag index is
one of the independent variables. From the bottom curve in Figure 6, the
best range Mach number, BRMN, is obtained. The bottom curve has been
regressed yielding the equation
BRMN = .86672 + 3.228DC 2 - .000010812DC3  (4-9)
For the wind correction, the true airspeed, BRTAS, is needed. BRTAS is
obtained from Mach number using speed of sound as shown in equation
(4-10) below
4
BRTAS = BRMN - 38.98 • " (TEMP + 273.16) (4-10)
According to [Ref. 1: pp. 5], the correction for tail wind is
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At this point, one should note that Chapter 3 of this thesis derived an
equation equivalent to equation (4-11). See equation (3-48). The em-
pirical value of 0.25 given in equation (4-11) can be calculated from
knowledge of specific range, SR; the second derivative of SR with respect
to airspeed, a2SR/aV 2 ; the optimum flight velocity with no wind VO; and
the wind velocity VW. For the A-7E aircraft the constant multiplying
wind velocity was found to be -0.19. This value is a slightly less than
the value of equation (4-11). The equation of Best Range Ground Speed
becomes
BRGS = TW + BRTAS (4-12)
which is a simple algebraic combination of tail wind and true airspeed.
Continuing with the charts in Figure 7, the middle set of curves give
specific range as a function of drag index and gross weight. The
equation which generates these curves is
SR = .3467 - .011423GW - .0010658DC + .00017361GW2 - .000001143DC
2
- 1.01941 • lO 6GW3 + 4.026908 - 10-8DC3 - 1.48918 - l0-
10 DC4
+ 9.065261 • lO 18(GW)4(DC)4 - 1.36419 - 10'3(GW)3(DC)3
+ .000014286(GW)(DC) (4-13)
Note that SR is a function of drag index and gross weight.
The top curve in Figure 7 is best range altitude, BRALT, as a
function of drag index and gross weight. The equation which is used in
the HP-41CV to generate BRALT is
BRALT = 72.771 + .0142DC - 1.2681GW - .00008310C + .012909GW
2
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In Section B.l above, a correction to BRALT was derived. Below 36,000
feet the temperature of standard atmosphere varies with altitude and is
given by - 0.0019812-(ALT). Using the formula for standard temperature
and the results of secion B.2. the corrected BRALT for altitude less than
36,000 feet is
BRALT = -.0019812(ALT) + 15 - TEMP • 96.103 + ALT (4-15)
Best range altitude corrected for above 36,000 feet is
BRALT = (-56.5 - TEMP) - 96.103 + ALT (4-16)
According to [Ref. 1], the temperature in standard atmosphere below the
altitude of 36,000 feet is
SDT = -.nO19812(ALT) + 15 (4-17)
and the temperature for a standard atmosphere above the altitude 36,000
feet is
SDT = -56.5 (4-18)
In many cases, most of the flight altitude is restricted with Federal
Aviation Agency regulations under Instrument Flight Rules or Visual
Flight Rules [Ref. 1: pp. 7]. When the aircraft heading is east and
flying condition is IFR, the aircraft must maintain even altitude in
thousands of feet. When the aircraft heading is west and flying condi-
tion is IFR, the aircraft must maintain odd altitude in thousands of
feet.
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When the flying condition is VFR and with FAA flight re-
striction, an aircraft which is flying heading east must keep even alti-
tude in thousands of feet plus 500 feet and an aircraft which is flying
heading west must keep odd altitude in thousands of feet plus 500 feet.
When the flying condition is IFR, the aircrew is not able to
fly at an arbitrary altitude. The altitude will be assigned by ground
radar controller. In that case, aircrew can ask the controller for
specific altitude which he wants to maintain. In that case, the aircrew
should know the Next FAA Best Range Altitude. The Next FAA Best Range
Altitude is FAA Best Range Altitude plus 2000 feet; that is
NBRALT = FAA BRALT + 2000 ft (4-19)
Fuel weight at which to initiate his climb to Next FAA Best Range Alti-
tude is gross weight minus effective weight which is base weight plus
store weight, that is
NFW = GW - EW (4-20)
EW = BW + SW (4-21)
where the gross weight is given in equation (4-22). Equation (4-22) is
derived from [Ref. 7],
[(.9005 - (l.814E - 05NBRALTP + .4656DC - .000103DC - .3957)1 (GW -6(4-22)
(9.072 • 10)
where Next Best Range Altitude NBRALTP is defined as follows:
NBRALTP = NBRALT - 96.103(TEMP-SDT) (4-23)
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3. Bingo Program
a. Program Input/Output Parameters
The program input/output parameters are as follows:
GWDP = Gross weight at the descent point
FCR = Cruise fuel
GWSL = Given sea level gross weight
FCL = Derived climb fuel
HOPT = Optimum altitude
HX = Altitude to climb to and descent from; HX may or may not
be HOPT.
b. Bingo Program Description
This section discusses the actual logic of the program and
methodology used. The program consists primarily of three parts. The
first part is the climb mode, the second part is the cruise mode, and the
third part is the descent mode. The term "Bingo" is defined here as any
optimum maximum climb, cruise, and descent that begins and ends at sea
level. Bingo program is useful for most F-4E missions including inter-
ceptions, interdictions, close air support, cross country training flight,
and actual emergency bingo situations. Figure 7 shows the geometry of
determining the peak altitude of the Bingo program. After the program is
initialized, the crew may enter drag count, initial climb altitude,
desired altitude, fuel weight, store weight, gross weight, etc., and be
provided with the optimum altitude, fuel required, and descent point for
a given Bingo distance. In addition, all of the parameters required on
the jet card, which provides the aircrew with the performance data, are
available from the data key.
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Several assumptions were made in executing the Bingo program.
First, the distance to climb and descend from sea level to optimum alti-
tude must be determined. The total distance, when compared to the input
Bingo distance, determines whether the aircraft can reach the optimum
altitude before descent must begin. If not, the lower "crossing alti-
tude" must be determined. The derivation of the crossing altitude is
shown in Figure 7. Note that any descent distance was computed prior to
cruise fuel (if any) being calculated. Since aircraft weight is required
at the descent point for computation, and cruise fuel is not known, a
nominal cruise fuel as a function of Bingo distance is assumed. The
gross weight at begin-descent point cannot be calculated explicitly, and
an iteration procedure is not feasible for the HP-41CV. See Figure 7 for
the method for determining the peak altitude (HX) of the Bingo program.
HOPT = optimum altitude (1000 ft.)
b = climb distance (nm)
c = descent distance (nm)
d = desired flight distance (nm)
HX = altitude to climb to and descent from
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Given sea level gross weight (GWSL), the gross weight at the descent
point (GWDP) is then:
GWDP = GWSL - FCL - FCR (4-24)
where FCL is the derived fuel which is required to climb.
A climb distance of 68 NM, descent distance of 49 NM, and fuel
use of 14.7 lbs/NM is assumed for average gross weights and optimum
altitudes. These data came from average configuration of F-4E used in
flight training'. Then the FCR (estimated cruise fuel) equation is as
follows:
FCR = (Bingo distance - 117 NM) 14.7 lbs/NM (4-25)
The results are considered accurate enough for these profiles
since descent fuel and distance are not sensitive enough to gross weight
variations to significantly affect the total results.
It can be shown that for high speed jet aircraft, the influence
of wind on Best Range Mach Number is essentially negligible for head and
tail wind components up to 10% of the aircraft velocity. However, these
Aircraft average GW = 40000 lbs., DC = 80. Descent Speed 300 IAS, 80%
RPM, speed brake retracted.
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components have been accounted for in the computation of Best Range Mach
Number and Ground Specific Range using the same equation as the optimum
cruise program.
c. Climb and Descent Mode Descriptions
Climb and descent mode is derived from Technical Order-l
F-4E performance chart [Ref. 3: pp. A3-12], see Figures 8 and 9. Use
military power and maintain 350 KIAS for climb. For descent mode, set
throttle 80% RPM and maintain speed at 300 KIAS with speed brake in.
d. Program Input/Output Parameters
The program input/output parameters are as follows:
GW = gross weight (lbs)
ALT = altitude (ft)
DC = drag count
DT = temperature deviations from standard temperatures (deg)
FF = fuel flow (lbs/hour)
DIST = distance (nm)
DISTCL = distance required to climb from sea level to desired
altitude.
TEMPO = temperature corrections for DISTCL
HWIND = head wind corrections for climb performance
TWIND = tail wind corrections for climb performance
DOIST = distance required to descent from optimum altitude to
desired altitude.
e. Equations of Bingo Program
The equation for fuel required to climb to optimum cruse
altitude is defined by the Flight Manual for F-4E aircraft [Ref. 3: pp.
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Figure 9. F-4E Distance Required To Climb
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climb speed 350 KIAS with military thrust. The data is based on 350 KIAS
climb until interception of optimum cruise Mach/TAS and then maintaining
cruise Mach to cruise altituf.. All the data are based on flight test.
The reproduced performance chart is in Figure 8. To ,ise the fuel-re-
quired-to-climb chart, enter the charts with the initial climb gross
weight. Project horizontally to the right and intersect the assigned
cruise altitude, or the optimum cruise altitude for the computed drag
index. Project vertically downward to intersect the applicable drag
index line, and then project horizontally to the left to the temperature
variation base line. Parallel the applicable guideline to intersect a
vertical grid line corresponding to the degree of deviation between
forecast flight temperature and standard ICAO dat temperature. From this
point continue horizontally to the left to read the planning data. The
equation for the fuel required to climb used the gross weight in thou-
sands of pounds and altitude in kilofeet as inputs.. For example, GW =
45,000 lbs is 45 as an input. The equation for fuel required to climb is
FRTCL = 20.56 + .012GW - 1.8627ALT - .2119DC - .0097GW2 + 0.04926ALTZ
+ .0003097DC2 - .0012384ALT3 + .000002118DC3 + .000001194GW4
+ .000013231ALT4 - 1.62933 •I 8DC4 + .029079(GW)(ALT)
+ .0051266(ALT)(DC) + .0029517(GW)(DC) (4-26)
The performance chart for fuel required to climb has four independent
variables. For the accuracy of the equation, one variable was separated
from equation (4-26). The separated equation from the equation (4-26) is
the temperature correction for fuel required to climb. The equation is
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TEMPF = - .183 + .12523DT + 1.0498FF - .002144FF2  (4-27)
The equation for distance required to climb to optimum altitude from sea
level to desired altitude is regressed from the Flight Manual performance
chart which is reproduced and incorporated in Figure 9. In Figure 9 the
data are based on the 350 KIAS climb speed until intersection of optimum
cruise altitude and then maintaining cruise Mach number at the cruise
altitude. The original data are based on flight tests. The method to
find the distance required to climb is the same as the method to use the
fuel required to climb chart [Ref. 3: pp. A3-13]. The regressed equation
is
DISTCL = 57.5 + 1.537GW - 8.47ALT - .4076DC - .04814GW2 + .1712ALT2
+ .000112DC2 - .0013675ALT3 - .0000813DC3 + .000003133GW4
+ 4.87 • 108 DC4 + .09144(GW)(ALT) + .011657(ALT)(DC)
+ .006917(GW)(DC) + .000003973(GW)2(ALT)2
+ .0000010795(ALT)2(DC)2  (4-28)
The equation for distance required to climb has four independent vari-
ables. For the same reason as for equation (4-27), the equation of
temperature correction is separated from the original equation for better
accuracy. The equation of temperature correction for distance required
to climb is
TEMPO = 4.32 + .6257DT + .712DST + .00658DIST2 - .O000411DIST3  (4-29)
The equation of fuel required for descent is derived from the performance
chart in the Flight Manual. The performance chart is reproduced in
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Figur 10. F4 Descent
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r KIAS until intersection of desired altitude using 80% RPM with the speed
brake retracted. The chart showing fuel required to descend is comprised
of two independent variables and one dependent variable. The independent
variables are altitude in thousands of feet and drag count. The depen-
dent variable is fuel required to descent from given altitude to sea
level. Using the performance chart, the method for determining the fuel
required to descend is as follows: enter the upper plot of the fuel
required to descent chart at the cruising flight level, project horizon-
tally to the right to intersect both drag reflectors at the applicable
computed drag index. From the first intersection, project vertically
downward to intersect and read the distance. The equation for fuel
required to descend is
DSFL = 1.5092 + .2063ALT - .059534DC - .000681ALT2 + .00057143DC2
- .0000178ALT3 - 1.76596 • 10'6DC3 - 2.25922 • 10-7(ALTDC)2
+ 2.612572 • IO1 1 (ALT)3(DC)3  (4-30)
The equation for distance required to descend from optimum altitude to
desired altitude is derived from the performance chart of F-4E Flight
Manual. The performance chart is also reproduced in Figure 10. The data
on the performance chart are based on the flight test using 80% RPM with
descent speed 300 KIAS. The equation of distance required to descend
from optimum altitude to desired altitude is comprised of two independent
variables and one dependent variable. The two independent variables are
Drag Count and Pressure Altitude. The dependent variable is fuel in
units of 100 pounds. The equation for distance required to descend from
optimum altitude to sea level is
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DDIST = -1.895 + 3.228ALT - .20426DC - .0473ALT2 + .0033984DC2
+ .00148ALT3 - .000011666DC3 - .00001797ALT4
- .016636(ALT)-(DC) + 9.093 • (ALT)2 (DC)2  (4-31)
The equations for cruise mode are the same as equations (4-9) to (4-18)
as in the Optimum Cruise program.
4. Maximum Endurance and Descent Programs
The Maximum Endurance and Descent Programs are separated from the
previous program since the programs are worthwhile to use in flight but
exceed memory size. The Maximum Endurance Program provides the aircrew
with maximum endurance altitude and maximum endurance airspeed for given
bank angle and fuel weight.
The Descent Program provides the aircrew with distance and fuel
required to descend from any altitude to assigned altitude.
a. Program Input/Output Parameters
The program input/output parameters for the Maximum Endurance
and Descent Programs are:
DC = drag count
BW = base weight (Ibs)
SW = store weight (lbs)
FW = fuel weight (lbs)
GW = gross weight (lbs)
EW = empty weight (lbs)
4 " BANK ANGLE = bank angle (degrees)
ENDALT = endurance altitude (ft)
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TMN = true Mach number
FF = fuel flow (lbs/hr)
EFGW = effective gross weight (Ibs).
b. Descent Mode Descriptions
Descent mode is derived from Technical Order-i F-4E-I perfor-
mance charts [Ref. 3]: to derive the charts, set throttle 80% RPM and
maintain 300 KIAS with speed brake retracted.
c. Equations of Maximum Endurance and Descent Program
The equation for maximum endurance altitude is derived from
the performance chart of the Flight Manual which is reproduced in Figure
11. The data in the performance chart are based on flight tests. Enter
the altitude and bank angle chart with the average gross weight. If bank
angles are to be considered, follow the gross weight curve until it
intersects the bank angle to be used, then horizontally to the right to
obtain effective gross weight. From this point proceed horizontally to
the right and intersect the computed drag index. Reflect downward and
read the optimum endurance altitude. The equation for maximum endurance
altitude is comprised of four independent variables and one dependent
variable. The independent variables are aircraft bank angle, gross
weight, effective gross weight, and drag count. The gross weight and
effective gross weight should be in thousands of pounds. The dependent
variable is maximum endurance altitude in thousands of feet. The equa-
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MEA = 61.95 + .13765DC - .75lEGW - .006776DC2 + .00126EGW2
+ .00005181DC3 + .0000266EGW3 -1.08325 10 ODC~(D-) -7DC)
+ .000368(DC)(EGW) - 8.53165 10-8(DC)2(EGW)2 (4-32)
The equation of maximum endurance true Mach number is derived from the
performance chart of Flight Manual which is reproduced in Figure 12. The
charts are based on flight test data. The method to determine the maximum
endurance Mach number is: enter the Mach number plots with the effective
gross weight and proceed horizontally to intersect the optimum endurance
altitude. Then descend downward and intersect the computed drag index
and horizontally to read the Mach number. The equation is comprised of
three independent variables and one dependent variable. The independent
* variables are effective gross weight in thousands of pounds, drag index,
and altitude in thousands of feet. The dependent variable is true Mach
number. The equation of Maximum Endurance True Mach number is divided
into two equations. One equation is only for drag index from 0 to 80.
The other equation is for drag index from 80 to 140. The first equation
for Maximum Endurance True Mach number is:
METM = - .5945 + .04362EGW + .O1661ALT + .0013355DC - .0005554EGW2
- .0002691ALT2 - .000018519DC2 + 6.365632 10- 12(EGW)2
* (ALT)2 • (DC)2 - 3.9841 10 17(EGW)3(ALT)3(DC) 3  -
+ .000016965(ALT)3 + 3.738059 • 1oEGW4 - 2.72362 • IO 7 (ALT)4
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The other equation for Maximum Endurance True Mach number, which is for
drag count from 80 to 140, is:
METMI = .1055 + .01407EGW - .007708ALT - .001032DC - .000178EGW2
+ .00088779ALT2 + .0000083DC2 .000015405ALT3
+ 1.8173 - 10 8 EGW4 - 4.55763 10 1011DC4 + .0000641(EGW)(ALT)
- .000011756(ALT)(DC) - .00001374(EGW)(DC) (4-34)
The equation of maximum endurance fuel flow is derived from the perfor-
mance chart of Flight Manual which is reproduced in Figures 13 and 14.
The data in the performance chart are based on flight tests. According
to the performance chart, total fuel flow is directly proportional to
temperature change. The method for determining the maximum endurance
fuel flow is illustrated in Figure 14. Enter the fuel flow plots with
the effective gross weight, proceed horizontally to intersect optimum en-
durance altitude. Reflect downward to the computed drag index and then
horizontally to read total fuel flow. The equation of the maximum en-
durance fuel flow is comprised of three independent variables and one
dependent variable. The independent variables are effective gross weight
in thousands of pounds, pressure altitude in thousands of feet, and drag
index. The dependent variable is total fuel flow in thousands of pounds.
The equation of maximum endurance fuel flow is divided into three equa-
tions. One is for drag count from 0 to 80 and for both high and low
altitude. The other is for drag count from 80 to 140 and altitudes above
15,000 feet. The third equation is for drag count from 80 to 140 and
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MEFF1 = - .2901 + .15044EGW - .022618ALT + .023143DC - .0001789EGW2
- .O0001IALT2 - .00007903DC2 + 1.27822 - 10I(EGW)2(ALT)2(DC)2
- .000007566(EGW)(ALT)(DC) - 4.94287 - 1016 (EGW)3(ALT)3(DC)3
(4-35)
The second equation for maximum endurance fuel flow is
MEFF2 = - .8749 + .161209EGW - .037546ALT + .013263DC
+ .00000267(EGW)(ALT)(DC) - 1.58386 • 10-10
(EGW)2(ALT)2(DC)2 + 2.206628 • I0-15(EGW)3(ALT)3(DC)3
- 8.18252 10 21(EGW)4(ALT)4(DC)4  (4-36
The third equation for maximum endurance fuel flow is:
MEFF3 = 3.5516 + .06342EGW - .21834ALT + .013415DC
- .00006319DC2 + .000013187(EGW)(ALT)(DC) (4-37)
The equations for the descent program are the same as the equations for
descent used in the Bingo program. The equations for descent used in the
maximum endurance and descent progras are equations (4-30) and (4-31).
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V. F-5E PROGRAM
A. F-5E PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The F-5E aircraft does not have a computer; consequently, the aircrew
cannot determine the wind conditions in flight. Lack of Central Air Data
Computer means that wind corrections cannot be applied in F-5E program,
since the aircrew do not have means to correct for wind during the flight.
Most of the aircrew of the F-5E wanted to have a method to determine
diversion range without using the Flight Manual in flight. The F-5E is a
single-seat fighter, so the pilot does not have time to consult the
Flight Manual in flight. The best way to use the diversion chart is to
memorize salient features for the typical flight. Keeping track of the
performance data during the flight is too difficult. The HP-41CV program
provides the aircrew with altitude, Mach number, and specific range for
best range cruise, and, also provides the aircrew with diversion range,
diversion speed, minimum fuel required from given point to required
destinations. In the diversion mode, single-engine performance is avail-
able as well as dual-engire performance. Diversion range with both
engines operating is programmed to arrive at the destination with 300
lbs. of fuel remaining using the Profile-2 method in the Flight Manual.
Profile-2 method for both engines operating is described in the perfor-
mance chart of the Flight Manual which is reproduced in Figure 15.
Special care should be taken about base weather condition, since the fuel
remaining is not sufficient for flying to an alternate base. The data of
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this program are based on a standard day with zero wind. The configur-
ation of the aircraft is assumed to be 2 AIM-9 with 5 pylons. The single
engine diversion program uses basically the same conditions as for the
diversion range program with both engines operating. The single engine
diversion range program is based on the data of a single engine without
using after-burner. The configuration of the aircraft with single engine
diversion range program is assumed to be 2 AIM-9 with 5 pylons. The
Profile-2 method was applied in the single engine diversion range program.
The single engine Profile-2 method is described in Figure 16.
B. CLIMB AND DESCENT METHOD USED IN F-SE PROGRAM
1. Optimum Cruise for Short Range Mission
The climb method assumed for an optimum cruise mission in the
program is military thrust climb. Descent distance computed for optimum
cruise mode was programmed with the assumptions of using power idle,
maintaining descent air speed of 270 KIAS with speed brake in and flaps
up.
2. Diversion Range for Both Engines
Climb and descent procedure in this mode is as follows: Climb
with maintaining airspeed 330 KIAS or Mach 0.88 IMN, whichever is lower
using military thrust. Cruise with flaps up. With more than 1400 lbs.
of fuel, cruise at Mach 0.88 IMN and at 38,000 ft. Fuel is included for
climb to optimum altitude and maximum range descent to destination.
Diversion range includes distance for on-course descent to destination.
Use optimum altitude and descent on-course at maximum range descent using
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Figure 16. F-SE Diversion Range (one Engine)
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a3. Diversion Range for Single Engine
Climb and descent procedure in this mode is described here in
accordance with the F-SE Flight Manual. If the flying condition permits,
use the following climb and descent procedure: Climb at 245 KIAS with
military thrust. If the time limitation of military power (30 minutes)
is exceeded, then use maximum continuous power with maintaining the
exhaust gas temperature at 650 degree centigrade. Climb and cruise with
flaps up. With more than 1400 lbs. of fuel, cruise at 0.54 IMN and
maintain altitude at 12,000 ft. With either fuel system below approxi-
mately 400 lbs., manual crossfeed is required to obtain all usable fuel.
Use optimum altitude or descent (if required) at 270 KIAS with military
power. Final descent is on course at 270 KIAS and IDLE RPM with flaps up
and speed brake in. Fuel is -included for climb or descent to optimum
altitude and maximum range descent to destination. The range for a
single engine diversion includes distance for on-going descent to
destination.
C. PROGRAM INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS
The input and output parameters are essentially the same as F-4E
input and output parameters.
DS = Optimum cruise distance for short range missions (nm)
DC = Drag count
GW = Gross weight (lbs)
ALT = Altitude (ft)
AW = Average gross weight (Ibs)
DIST = Distance required to go (nm)
IA = Initial altitude (ft)
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FALT = Final altitude (ft)
OCA = Optimum cruise altitude (ft).
D. EQUATIONS FOR F-5E PROGRAM
The equations for F-5E program are based on the flight test data
which are in the performance data chart of F-SE Flight Manual [Ref. 4:
pp. A4-6]. Optimum cruise for short range missions, which is defined by
the Flight Manual for F-5E aircraft [Ref. 4: pp. 9], is the maximum value
of specific range for short range mission. A flight to a maximum range
of 250 nautical miles is defined as the short range mission in the Flight
Manual [Ref. 4: pp. A4-6]. Speciric range is the nautical miles flown
per pound of fuel consumed. Assuming both engines of F-5E are operating,
three charts are relevant to determination of optimum cruise conditions.
The three charts are reproduced here as Figures 17, 18, and 19. For a
short range mission, the cruise altitude may optimize at a lower altitude
than is required for a long range mission. The optimum cruise altitude
for the short range missions chart, which is reproduced in Figure 17,
presents the cruise altitude for short range mission as a function of
climb-cruise-descent distance. If the intersection of the drag index and
mission range distance plot falls outside the dashed "Use-optimum-cruise-
6 altitude" line, obtain optimum cruise altitude from charts FA4-2 or FA4-3
in the Flight Manual [Ref. 4: pp. A4-10, 11]. To use the chart enter the
chart with drag index, proceed right to the desired mission range dis-
S.tance, and then down to the start climb gross weight. From this point,
proceed left to read pressure altitude for cruise. The equation of
* optimum cruise altitude for short range missions consists of three inde-
4 pendent variables and one dependent variable. The three independent
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variables are drag index, mission range in nautical miles, and start-
climb gross weight in thousand pounds. The dependent variable is
pressure altitude in thousand feet. The optimum cruise altitude for
short-range missions is:
OCA = 45.456 - .000212DC - .02316DS - 2.13493GW - .00004554DC2
+ .0023214DS2 - .00627GW2 + 1.604969 - 10 7DC3
- 1.24904E - 05DS3 - .0007469GW3 - 6.75362. 10" 11DC4
- .00004143(DC)(DS) + .006857(DS)(GW) - 3.04712 • 1012
(DC)2(DS)2(GW)2 + 8.193166 - 10- 9 (DC)3(DS)3(GW)3
~i+ 8.962771 • lO 15(DC)3(DS)3 - 2.43198 •0 11(DS)3(GW)3
2.45711 • 1 13DCs + 6.334016 10-11Dss
+ 4.868 • I0-7GWs  (5-1)
The equation for indicated Mach number for optimum cruise range is
derived from the flight performance chart in F-5E Flight Manual which is
reproduced in Figure 19. The flight performance chart provides optimum
indicated cruise Mach number as a function of average gross weight,
pressure altitude, and drag index. The data on the performance chart are
based on flight tests. The method to determine the indicated Mach number
is as follows: enter the chart of Figure 19 with average gross weight in
thousands of pounds, proceed right to the cruise pressure altitude, down
to drag index, then left and read optimum indicated Mach number. The
independent variables of the Optimum Cruise Indicated Mach Number are
average gross weight in thousands of pounds, pressure altitude in thou-
sands of feet, and drag count. The dependent variable is Optimum Cruise
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OSR = .17836 - .00333(AGW) + .0037629(ALT) - .00031305(0C)
.,- .000126(AGW)2 + .00005315(ALT)2 - 1.06144 10-6(DC)2
+ 4.528377 - 10 9(ALT)3 + 2.314 • lO 7(AGW)4 - 3.15477 • 10 8 (ALT)4
- 4.55793 • 10 12(OC)4 + 4.368255 - 1o10 (ALT)s - .00007685(AGW)
" (ALT) + 1.496 * 105 (AGW)(DC) - 5.5628 • 106 (ALT)(DC)
- 7.73637 • 10 8 (AGW)2(ALT)2 - 5.81959 - 1010 (AGW)2(ALT)2
+ 7.246215 . (ALT)2(DC)2  (5-3)
The equation for diversion range is derived from the diversion range
chart in the F-5E Flight Manual which is reproduced in Figures 15 and 16.
Each diversion range chart provides the maximum range obtainable for two
optional return profiles with from 600 to 1400 pounds of available fuel
remaining. The range pertains to an aircraft with AIM-9 missiles and
five pylons and is based on 300 pounds of fuel remaining for approach and
landing after descent is completed. A climb speed schedule and recom-
mended long range cruise indicated Mach number are included in the F-5E
program. The Profile-2 of both engine and single engine is chosen in the
F-5E program. The Profile-2 is defined in Figures 15 and 16. If there
is insufficient fuel for Profile-i, Profile-2 is recommended. The chart
may be entered at the initial altitude with either the fuel on board or
with the distance to be flown (to determine the fuel required). To
determine range, enter the profile chart with initial altitude, mover
horizontally right to the pounds of fuel remaining curve, and then verti-
cally down to read the air distance. To determine the optimum cruise
altitude for two engine operation, start at this intersection and move up
parallel to the nearest climb path guide line to intersect the nearest
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Indicated Mach Number. The equation for Optimum Cruise Indicated Mach
Number is:
OCIMN = .496 - 05152AGW - .00448ALT - .0022606DC + .0010828AGW2
1.8326-51 -8D
- .0001844ALT2 + 1.0873 - 10 DC2 - 1.82326 10 8 3
- 1.72218 10"7 AGW4 + 6.746013 - 108 ALT4 + .0033928(AGW)(ALT)
+ 1.2486 • 10 5 (ALT)(DC) - 2.19486 • 10 6(AGW)2(ALT)2
!:010 0-8
- 5.77016 10 (ALT)2(DC)2 - 7.82001 10 (AGW)(ALT)(DC)
- 4.10904 •10"18 (AGW3(ALT)3(DC)3  (5-2)
The equation for optimum cruise is derived from the performance chart in
the Flight Manual which is reproduced in Figure 18. The performance
chart in Figure 18 provides specific range (nautical miles-per-pound of
fuel) as a function of average gross weight, pressure altitude, and drag
count. The constant altitude cruise chart in Figure 18 must be used for
mission planning when optimum range capability is desired. Enter the
constant altitude cruise chart in Figure 18 with average gross weight,
move right to cruise altitude and down to drag index. Move left and read
nautical miles-per-pound of fuel (specific range). The three independent
variables of the regressed equation are average gross weight in thousands
of pounds, pressure altitude in thousands of feet, and drag index. The
independent variable is nautical miles-per-pound of fuel. The equation
of specific range (nautical miles-per-pound of fuel) is:
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optimum cruise altitude. To determine optimum cruise altitude for
single-engine operation, 3tart at the intersection and move up or down
parallel to the nearest guideline to intersect the nearest optimum cruise
altitude. Single-engine operation may require either up or down movement,
depending upon initial altitude. The equation for fuel required for
diversion range for both engines operating is derived from the diversion
range chart in Figure 15. The equation of fuel required for diversion
range with both engines operating is comprised of two independent vari-
ables and one dependent variable. The two independent variables are
distance in nautical miles and initial altitude in thousands of feet.
The dependent variable of fuel required is in pounds. The equation for
fuel required for diversion range (both engines operating) is:
FD = 269.01 - ll.919IA + 11.866DIST + .03641A .0661DST2
. .001671A 3 + .00021275DIST3 + .00005791A4
- .004439(IA)(DIST) - 7.81164 • 1o-1ODIST5 (5-4)
The equation of optimum cruise altitude for diversion range is derived
from the same chart as used for the derivation of equation (5-4). The
equation of optimum cruise altitude for diversion range is comprised of
two independent variables and one dependent variable. The two indepen-
dent variables are initial altitude in thousands of feet and distance
from present position to desired point in nautical miles. The method for
determining optimum cruise altitude for diversion range is described in
the previous paragraph. The equation for Optimum Cruise Altitude for
diversion range (both engines operating) is:
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OALT = .214 + .9098IA + .06382DIST + .001461A2 + .004511DIST2
" .00001171A3 - .00002477DIST3 - .0000011421A4
+ 2.426804 • 10-8DIST4 - .0059984(IA)(DIST) (5-5)
The equation of optimum cruise indicated Mach number for diversion range
for both engines operating is derived from the diversion range chart in
Figure 15. The optimum cruise Mach number for diversion range is the
Mach number to be maintained during the cruising. The equation has only
one independent variable and one dependent variable. The independent
variable is optimum cruise altitude in thousands of feet and the depen-
dent variable is indicated Mach number. The equation of optimum cruise
indicated Mach number for diversion range (both engines operating) is:
DRMN = .57567 - .007383ALT + .Q006679ALT2 - .00000733ALT3  (5-6)
The chart of diversion range for single engine without afterburner has
two profiles. Profile-2 is chosen in the F-5E program. The chart may be
entered at the initial altitude with either the fuel on board (to deter-
mine range available) or with the distance to be flown (to determine the
fuel required). To determine range, enter the appropriate profile chart
with initial altitude, move horizontally right to the pounds-of-fuel
remaining curve, and then vertically down to read the air distance. To
determine the optimum cruise altitude for single engine operation, start
at the intersection and move up or down parallel to the nearest guide
line to intersect the nearest optimum cruise altitude. Single engine
operation may require either up or down movement depending upon initial
altitude. Maximum range can be obtained only by climb or descent to
80
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optimum altitude. If the intersection plot of the initial altitude and
fuel remaining curve coincides with the optimum cruise altitude, remain
at that altitude for cruise. To determine the fuel required for a giden
distance to return to base, enter the chart with initial altitude, and
move horizontally right to a point of intersection with the distance to
base. At this point, read the fuel required, then proceed parallel to
the nearest climb or descent path guideline to determine the optimum
cruise altitude. The equation for single engine fuel required for diver-
sion range is derived from diversion range chart for single engine which
is reproduced in Figure 16. The equation consists of two independent
variables and one dependent variable. The independent variables are
initial altitude in thousands of feet and distance from given point to
destination in nautical miles. The dependent variable is fuel required
in pounds for single engine diversion range without using afterburner.
The equation is:
SFD = 287.26 + 9.55469DIST - 10.8621A - .01335DIST2
+ .18381A 2 + .00004175DIST3 - .003141A 4
- .06098(DIST)(IA) + .000002731(DIST)2(IA)2  (5-7)
The equatioti ftr single engine optimum cruise altitude for diversion
range is derived from the same chart as the chart for equation (5-7).
The method to use the diversion range chart for single engine without
afterburner is described in the previous paragraph. The equation for
single engine optimum cruise altitude for diversion range without after-
burner has two independent variables and one dependent variable. The
independent variables are initial altitude in thousands of feet and
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distance from a point to destination in nautical miles. The dependent
variable is single engine optimum cruise altitude for diversion range in
thousands of feet. The single engine optimum cruise altitude for diver-
sion range is:
SOALT = - 3.9211 + .43701DIST - .499161A - .0033565DIST
2
+ .0585961A2 + 8.214 • 10 6DIST3
- .001246761A3 + 1.093641A 4  (5-8)
The equation for single engine indicated Mach number for diversion range
is derived from the same chart as the chart for equation (5-7) which is
reproduced in Figure 16. Optimum cruise indicated Mach number in the
chart is given in the column next to the altitude scale. The equation is
comprised of one independent variable and one dependent variable. The
independent variable is final altitude in thousands of feet. The final
altitude is the optimum cruise altitude that must be maintained through-
out the diversion range profile. The equation for indicated Mach number
for diversion range with single engine without afterburner is:
SDRMN = .46766 - .01597(FALT) + .002464(FALT)2
- .OOOQ'455(FALT)3 - 1.44238 • 10 9 (FALT)s  (5-9)
The equation for descent point from optimum cruise altitude to sea level
is derived from the same chart as used for equation (5-4). The range to
begin the maximum range descent to base is determined by reading the air
distance at the intersection of the optimum cruise altitude line with the
descent line. The equation has one independent variable and one depen-
dent variable. The independent variable is cruise altitude and the
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dependent variable is the range at which to begin the maximum range
descent. The equation for begin descent point from optimum cruise alti-
tude is:
DRDSPT = (5) ALT (5-10)
The equation of single engine descent point for diversion range is de-
rived from the same chart as the chart for equation (5-7). The range at
which to begin the maximum range descent to base is determined by reading
the air distance at the intersection of the cruise altitude line with the
descent line. The independent variables of the equation is cruise alti-
tude and the dependent variable of the equation is the range at which to
begin the maximum range descent. The equation of single engine diversion
range descent point is:
SRDSPT = ALT (5-11)
The equation for distance required from optimum cruise altitude to sea
level is derived from the penetration chart in Flight Manual which is
reproduced in Figure 20. The configuration of descent used in the chart
is speed brake with maneuvering flaps. Descent speed schedule is 300
KIAS. The method to use the chart is as follows: enter the chart of
Figure 20 at initial descent pressure altitude and proceed up to the
value of drag inde., configuration. Interpolation is required for values
between drag index curves on the graph. Next, read the distance. The
independent variable is altitude and the dependent variable is the dis-
tanc, required to descend from cruise altitude to sea level. The
F.,t4on is:
4
DIST = (-.00164DC + l.3111)ALT (5-12)
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VI. F-4E USER'S GUIDE
A. CRUISING PROGRAM
1. Loading the Program
The following procedure is used to load the program:
(1) Plug the card reader into the HP-4CV. Be certain the calculator
is OFF.
(2) Clear the memory by pressing the (ON) key while holding the error
(*-) key depressed.
(3) Execute the size function using size 022 as the input.
(4) Assign the START, PFT, and IFT, modes to their respective keys as
shown in Figures 21, 22, and 23. This must be done by executing
an ASN function for each mode, keying in the alpha labels, and
pressing the designated keys.
(5) Put the calculator into USER mode by pressing the (USER) key.
The word "USER" should appear in the lower left corner of the
display window.
(6) Read the 19 sides of magnetic cards into the card reader.
(7) Execute the PACK function after all cards have been read in.
2. Executing the Optimum Cruise Program for F-4E
On the initial run-through program, the operator is assumed to be
on the ground level prior to takeoff; therefore, initial flight infor-
4 mation must be input.
a. Start Mode
(1) Pressing the key labeled "START" puts the program in initial
mode.
(2) Once in the START mode the operator will be prompted for inputs
of drag ccunt, base weight, (F-4E aircraft weight), store weight











(3) Whenever a prompt for or display of data occurs, the "R/S" button
must be pressed in order to instruct the program to continue
execution. The "R/S" button must be pressed after the data has
been keyed in or after the display has been viewed.
(4) The program will display the values of drag count and gross
weight after the data has been input in order to verify the
values have been correct.
(5) The next press of "R/S" leads to a prompt for a "YES" or "NO"
according to whether or not the operator will be subject to FAA
flight restrictions. The "YES" and "NO" input buttons are pro-
vided on the calculator and labeled on the overlay face: further-
more, the calculator prompts for the answer:
Input a "4" or a "5" in the display window upon
choosing a "YES" or "NO" input, respectively.
(6) Another depression of the "R/S" key prompts the operator for the
next mode desired.
b. Option of FAA or START Key
If the operator wishes to change aircraft configuration,
START buttons enables him to do so.
(1) Pressing the FAA key enables the operator to re-input either a
"YES" or a "NO" to the FAA prompt. Pressing the "R/S" key after
the input returns the prompt for mode selection.
(2) Pressing the "START" button enables the operator to change any or
all of the drag counts, store weight, and fuel weight.
If one or more of the values are to remain the same, the pre-
vious value must be input again. The values of drag count and gross
weight will be displayed as in the start mode for verification. The next
press of "R/S" returns the prompt for mode selection.
c. Preflight Mode (PFT)
Next, the PFT mode may be selected in order to obtain initial
cruise performance data.
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(1) Pressing the PFT key puts the program in pre-flight mode.
(2) The PFT mode has two paths depending on whether or not the oper-
ator is subject to FAA flight restrictions:
(a) If the operator is not subject to FAA flight restrictions, he
will be first prompted for the standard day temperature.
Upon pressing the "R/S" key, he will be prompted for the
temperature at the altitude displayed to the right of the
window. If the operator desires the standard temperature, he
need only to press the "R/S" key again, otherwise the temper-
ature key must be pressed. This input of temperature results
in the display of the computed best range altitude and Mach
number. A prompt for and input of the tail wind components
(positive for tail wind and negative for head wind) results
in the display of the best range data, true airspeed, ground
airspeed, and fuel flow. Pressing the "R/S" key returns the
program to the prompt for mode selection.
(b) If the operator is subject to FAA flight restrictions he will
have the standard day temperature displayed as in the path
described above. The operator will be prompted to input the
temperature and will also be prompted to input either an
"EAST" or a "WEST" for the heading prompt and either "IFR" or
"VFR" for the type of flight clearance. Input keys for each
of these data are provided on the calculator overlay face and
in the computer program. A "I" or a "2" displayed in the
window corresponding to a "EAST" or a "WEST" input respec-
tively, while a "7" or an "8" displayed corresponds to an
"IFR" or a "VFR" input, respectively. All of the input
values for the program executions are in the program. One
can identify the differences of input values and can select
the correct value. Once these inputs have been keyed into
the program, the computer will compute and aisplay the FAA
best range altitude and true Mach number, prompt for the head
component, and display the best range data for true airspeed,
ground speed, and fuel flow. Pressing the "R/S" key returns
the program to the prompt for mode selection.
Once the operator has reached his initial cruise altitude, he
may choose any mode available in the program.
d. In-Flight Mode (IFT)
If the operator wishes to update his best range altitude he
must choose the IFT mode.
(1) Pressing the IFT key puts the program into in-flight program
mode.
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(2) As in the PFT mode, there are two paths of program execution
depending on whether or not the operator is subject to FAA flight
restrictions:
(a) If the operator is not subject to FAA flight restructions, he
will first be prompted for his current fuel weight. Following
the display of the standard day temperature, the rest of the
mode is identical to the path of the PFT mode. The best range
conditions displayed will be the most fuel efficient altitude
based upon the present fuel status of the F-4E and the mea-
sured 4emperature and wind data. Pressing the "R/S" key
returns the prompt for mode selection.
(b) If the operator is subject to FAA restrictions, he will be
prompted to input his fuel weight and his present altitude
respectively. The standard day temperatures will be dis-
played on the display window. Upon the prompt for temper-
ature, the STD (Standard Day Temperature) or another tem-
perature may ue input as described in the PFT mode, and best
range Mach number will be displayed. A prompt for and input
of the tail wind components results in the display of the
best range data for true airspeed, ground speed, and fuel
flow. Pressing the "R/S" key results in the display of the
next FAA best range altitude change and the corresponding
fuel weight at which to initiate his climb. If the word
"CEILING" was displayed, the operator has reached the maximum
operating altitude for his operating aircraft configuration.
No further stepping of the altitude will be done after this
point. Pressing the "R/S" key returns the prompt for mode
selection.
B. BINGO PROGRAM
1. Loading the Program
This program applies to the HP-4CV without extended memory.
However, with the extended memory module, follow the same procedure as
described in this section.
(1) While pressing the error key (-), turn on the calculator and
release the error key.
(2) Execute SIZE function using size 032 as the input.
(3) Place the calculator in "USER" mode and begin reading in the
cards.
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(4) If you failed to read in the program with "USER" mode, then
assign the DATA and BINGO modes as described in Figure 22. This
must be done by executing an ASN function for each mode, keying
in the alpha labels, and pressing the designated keys.
2. Executing the Bingo Program
a. Initialization
To begin the flight planning, and to initialize the FPAS for
a mission, the program is first set up with mission configuration. To
initialize, key (SHIFT) which is assigned to (e+) key. Then enter values
based on the cues displayed:
(1) TOGW? = Input the take-off gross weight in pounds.
(2) STOREWT? = Input the weight of all ordnance stores in pounds.
(3) FUELWT? = Input the total fl on-board in pounds.
(4) DC? = Input the total drag count.
"INIT O.K" signifies that initialization is complete and options may be
selected.
b. Bingo Options
Bingo is defined here as a military climb, best range cruise,
and descent flight profile from sea level to optimum cruise altitude and
back to sea level. This option provides the minimum necessary infor-
mation to execute an optimum Bingo profile as well as all of the data
necessary for the jet card when used for flight training. Press Bingo
which is assigned to (4x).
(1) DISTANCE? = Input the total distance in nautical miles to go.
(2) FUELWT? = Input the current weight of the fuel onboard in
pounds.






Figure 22. HP-41CV Keyboard Functions for Bingo
Program
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(4) HEAD WIND? = Input the velocity of the head wind components in
knots (tail wind is negative).
The calculator will not display results for several minutes to compute
the Bingo profile. It will then display the necessary informations as
follows:
(1) LEVEL DIST = Distance required to maintain level flight
between the climb and descent envelope.
(2) MN = Indicated Mach number at level flight altitude.
(3) TAS = True airspeed of the given Mach number.
(4) GRSP = Ground airspeed of the given true airspeed.
(5) CRTIME = Time required for cruising.
(6) CRUSFUEL = Fuel required for cruising mode when the total
distance is greater than the distance from
climb to descent.
(7) CRFUEL = Fuel required to cruise at level flight alti-
tude when the total distance to fly is less
than the distance from climb to descent.
(8) CLBDST = The distance required to climb to the optimum
cruise altitude in feet.
(9) CLFUEL = Fuel required to climb from given altitude to
desired altituLe in pounds.
(10) OPTFL = Best range optimum cruise altitude in feet.
(11) DESPT = Begin descent point from optimum altitude to
desired altitude in nautical miles.
(12) DESFUL = Fuel required to descent from optimum altitude
to desired altitude.
(13) TOTFUEL = Total fuel required from climb, cruise, and for
descent.
(14) No CRUISE LEG = This indicates that your selected distance was
too short to allow a complete climb to the
optimum altitude. In this case the optimum
flight level displayed is the altitude to which
you should climb and then begin your descent.
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(15) CRDIST = Distance required to cruise at level flight
altitude when the total distance to fly is less
than the distance from climb to descent.
C. MAXIMUM ENDURANCE AND DESCENT PROGRAM
1. Loading the Program
(1) Plug-in the card reader and equivalent four memory modules into
the HP-41C. For HP-41CV only plug-in the card reader.
(2) Clear the memory by pressing the (ON) key while holding the error
(-) key pressed.
(3) Execute the SIZE function using size 021 as the input.
(4) Assign the DATA, END, and DES modes to their respective keys (see
Figure 23). This must be done by executing an ASN function for
each mode, keying in the alpha labels, and pressing the designa-
ted keys. If the calculator is in the USER mode when the calcu-
lator is reading the program, then all the functions are auto-
matically assigned to the key as in Figure 23.
(5) Put the calculator in USER mode by pressing the (USER) key. The
word "USER" should appear in the lower left corner of the display
window.
(6) Read the 18 sides of magnetic cards int' '.'e card reader.
(7) Execute the PACK function after all cards have been read in.
2. Executing the Program
a. Endurance Mode
(1) Pressing the END key puts the program into the Endurance mode.
(2) The Endurance mode prompts for inputs for fuel weight and bank
angle, then computes and displays the endurance altitude, fuel
flow, and true Mach number. Pressing the "R/S" key returns the
prompt for mode selection.
b. Descent Mode
(1) Pressing the "DES" key puts the program into the descent mode.
(2) In the program, the operator will be prompted for drag count, his
initial altitude, and his desired final altitude.
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i Figure 23. HP-lCV Keyboard Functions For




(3) After inputting the data, the program will display the distance
that will be traveled in descending and fuel that will be used
during descent.
(4) Whenever a prompt for or a display of data occurs, le "R/S"
button must be pressed in order to instruct the progri to con-
tinue execution. The "R/S" key must be pressed after the data
has been keyed in or after the display has been viewed.
(5) Pressing the "R/S" key then returns the program to the beginning
of the program execution.
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VII. F-5E USER'S GUIDE
A. LOADING THE PROGRAM
(1) Plug-in the card reader for HP-41CV and equivalent to four memory
modules into the HP-41C.
(2) Clear the memory by pressing the (ON) key while holding the error
i' (4) key depressed.
(3) Execute the SIZE function using size 013 as the input.
(4) Turn on the "USER" key before reading the card into the card
reader. Then the calculator will automatically assign the func-
tion as shown in Figure 24. If you missed turning on the "USER"
key before reading the card into the calculator, then assign the
DT, DR, and DISP modes to their respective keys as in Figure 24.
This must be done by executing an ASN function for each mode,
keying in the alpha labels, and pressing the designated keys.
(5) Read the 19 sides of magnetic cards into the card reader.
(6) Execute the PACK function after all cards have been read in.
*PACK function could be done easily by pressing the (GTO) and then
pressing the (.) key two times.
. B. EXECUTING THE PROGRAM
On the initial run of the program, the operator is assumed to be on
the ground level prior to take off. Therefore, initial flight infor-
- mation must be input; however, if you have all the aircraft performance
, data with you on the performance card then you can use the program during
the flight.
1. DATA Mode
* Pressing the key labeled "DATA" puts the program into the data
mode. Once you are in the OATA mode, the operator will be prompted for









Figure 24. HP-41CV Keyboard Functions For F-SE Program
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2. Optimum Cruise (Short Range Mission) Mode
Pressing the "OPT CR" key, Figure 21, puts the program into
optimum cruise for short range mission mode. The operator is prompted
for the following inputs:
CLGW? = Gross weight when you want to start climbing.
DIST? = The distance from your base to the destination.
Press the "R/S" key after each input. Then the calculator computes and
displays the following data:
OPCALT = Optimum cruise altitude for short range mission.
MN = Optimum cruise IMN for optimum cruise altitude.
Then the calculator again prompts for input as follows:
DITG? = This asks you what is the distance from your
position to destination?
Then you can read the following displays:
DSCND AT = begin descent at __ nm from destination.
N/FUEL= = specific range i.e., nautical miles per
pounds of fuel.
CR FUEL= = fuel required for cruise from given point
to begin descent point. This display does
not include the fuel required for descent.
3. Diversion Range Mode
The calculator will prompt you to input data as follows:
F>1400? HIT I If fuel remaining is more than 1400
lbs, then press 1.
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If you depress 1 then the display shows as follows:
S12M54D38M88 = If you have both engines operating then
maintain altitude 38,000 ft. and Mach
number .88 or if you have a single
engine operating then maintain altitude
12,000 ft. and Mach number 0.54.
If you have fuel less than 1,400 lbs. then press any numerical number you
want except 1. For example, 2 or 5 or any number you want except 1. If
you pressed the arbitrary number except 1, Lthen the calculator will
prompt you for the following input:
DIST? = What is your total distance from your posi-
tion to destination?
IALT? What is your present altitude you are flying
now?
NO,ENG? = Do you have two engines in operation or one
engine in operation?
If you have both engines operating then press 2 or if you have one engine
flame out and only one engine operating then press 1. Then the calcu-
lator will display the following data:
ALT = = Optimum cruise altitude for recovery to
destination.
MN = = Best range IMN at optimum altitude.
FUEL = = Minimum fuel required to the diversion
range profile with remaining fuel 300
lbs. at destination.
DESPT = - - Begin descent point from optimum altitude
to the destination.
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VIII. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES FOR THE F-4E AND F-5E FPAS PROGRAM
The following examples will illustrate various manner in which the
F-4E and F-5E FPAS programs can be used to conserve fuel.
A. F-4E FPAS ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
1. Optimum Cruise Program Example
Prior to filing a flight plan, it is desired to determine the
most fuel efficient cruise altitude and airspeed for a take-off config-
uration with drag count 50, base weight 30,000 pounds, fuel 17,000 pounds,
and 5,000 pounds of stores. For illustration purposes, we will assume
that the tail wind is 20 kts., and temperature at given altitude is 200
centigrade below the standard air temperature. This example execution of
the program will show how to use the optimum cruise program.
a. Data Mode
DISPLAY INPUTS COMMENTS
DC? 50 Enter drag count
BW? 30,000 Enter base weight (Ibs)
FW? 17,000 Enter fuel weight (Ibs)
DC=50
GW-47050
FAA?OK4NO=5 4 Depends on flight restrictions.
MODE? What mode do you want?
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b. Pre-Flight Mode
Press (LOG) key, PFT mode is assigned to (LOG) key.
DISPLAY INPUTS COMMENTS
S.T=54 Standard temperature at best range
altitude.
TMP?AT34629 -74 Enter temperature deviations from
standard air temperature.
HDG E?W?E=lW=2 1 Enter heading east=l, west=2.
I,VFR?I=7V=8 7 Enter IFT=7, VFR=8.
FAABRALT36000. Best range altitude with FAA flight
restrictions.
BRMN=O.840 Best range Mach number at best range
altitude.
TW? 20 How much tail wind? Tail wind is 20 KTS.
BRTAS=467 Best range airspeed at best range
altitude.
BRGS=487 Best range ground airspeed.
SR=7.E-2 Specific range (NM/lbs-fuel)
MODE? Select another mode.
c. Climb Mode
This mode gives you the information of fuel required to
climb and distance required to climb. Press (XY) key which is assigned
to the climb mode.
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
FW? 15,000 Present fuel weight.
INITALT? 1,000 Start climb altitude.
FIN ALT? 30,000 Desired altitude.
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DEL TEMP? 0 Deviation of temperature from standard
day temperature.
DIST=49 Distance required to climb from altitude
1,000 to 30,000 ft.
FUEL=2,133 Fuel required to climb from altitude
1,000 to 30,000 ft.
2. Bingo Program Example
The following sample mission problem is presented to exercise all
functions of the Bingo program to acquaint the user with the utility of
the program.
a. Mission
The F-4E is to fly a high-low-high interdiction mission,
including low level ingress to a weapons delivery, return to base with
Bingo to the alternate airfield.
b. Flight Planning
Load the FPAS iii accordance with the User's Guide. You can
use this program for pre-flight mission planning or for performance
reference during the flight. Select the "USER" mode. Press the (LN) key






INIT OK Initial done.







CLBDIST=69 Required climb distance.
CLFUEL=2142 Fuel required to climb.
OPTFL=36,030 Best range altitude.




CRUSFUEL=875 Fuel required for cruising.
CRDIST=65 Distance required for cruising.
DESPT=66 Begin descent point.
DESFUL=525 Fuel required for descent.
TOTFUEL=3,543 Total fuel required.
3. Maximum Endurance and Descent Program Example
The Maximum Endurance and Descent Program consists of maximum
endurance and descent mode. The DATA mode is assigned to the (7+) key
and the Endurance mode is assigned to the (LN) key. The descent mode is
assig-ned to the (LOG) key. First press the (7+) key.
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
DC?6O
BW? 35,000 Input base weight.
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DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
STWT? 8,000 Input store weight.
FW? 14,000 Input present fuel weight.
DC=60 Shows the drag count.
GW=57,000 Total gross weight.
If you want to select the Endurance mode, press the (LN) key with is
assigned to the Endurance mode.
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
BANK<? 20 Bank angle in degrees.
ENDALT=21,500 Best endurance altitude.
FF=8,749 Fuel flow at maximum endurance altitude.
ENDTMN=0.703 Maximum endurance true Mach number at
maximum endurance altitude.
OK? Are those data reasonable?
If you want to select the descent mode, press the (LOG) key which is
assigned to the descent mode.
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
INALT? 30,000 Initial descent altitude from maximum
endurance altitude to desired altitude.
FINALT? 10.000 Desired descent altitude.
IAS=300 Descent speed 300 KIAS.
DIST=32 Descent distance from 30,000 ft. to
10,000 ft.
DESFUEL=261 Fuel required to descent from altitude
30,000 ft. to 10,000 ft.
OK? Are those data acceptable to you?
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P.
Ki B. F-5E FPAS ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The following sample mission problem is presented to exercise all
functions of the Bingo program to acquaint the user with the utility of
the program. One can use this program as pre-flight mission planning for
optimum altitude for short range missions. However, the diversion range
for dual engine and single engine could be used during the flight.
(1) First press the DATA key which is assigned to the (7+) key.
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
DI? 60
AVGW? 15,000 Input average gross weight.
MODE? Select a mode.
(2) Press the Optimum Cruise key which is assigned to the (LOG) key.
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
CLGW? 17,000 Input start climb gross weight.
DIST? 200 Input the mission range.
OPCALT=34,555 Optimum cruse altitude.
MN=O.84 Best range Mach number at best range
altitude.
(3) After you take off and reach the best range altitude, find the
distance from your position to target using any navigation aids
such as Tactical Air Navigation or Inertial Naviation systems.
Then proceed as follows:
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
DITG? 150 Input distance from your position to
target.
DESCNO AT 41.9 Begin descent from 41.9 NM from target.
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DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
N/FUEL=0.20 Nautical mile per pound of fuel.
CR FUEL=537 Fuel required from present position to
begin descent point.
(4) Press the Diversion Range key using the (LN) key. This mode
gives dual engine and single engine diversion range information
as follows:
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
F>1400?HIT If the remaining fuel is greater than
1,400 lbs.
S12M54D38M88 If it is single engine, maintain altitude
12,000 ft. and Mach number 0.54.
If both engines are available then main-
tain altitude 38,000 ft. and Mach Number
0.88.
(5) If your fuel on-board is less than 1,400 lbs., then enter any
number except I.
DISPLAY INPUT COMMENTS
F>1400?HITI 2 If fuel is less than 1,400 lbs.
DIST? 200 Input distance from your present position
to base.
IALT? 2,000 Initial altitude for climb.
NO,ENG? 1 For single engine enter 1
(1 or 2) For dual engines enter 2.
ALT=14,000 Diversion altitude.
MN=0.52 Best range Mach number.
FUEL=1971 Minimum fuel required from present
position to destination.
DESPT=14 Begin descent point from destination.
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(6) If you want to see the inputs of the computations, again press




As part of the U.S. Navy Aircraft Fuel r "nservation Program, the use
". of Computerized Flight Performance Advisory Systems (FPAS) by the aircrew
was conceived as a potentially cost-effective fuel-saving operational
concept.
In Chapter III, equations were given for the best range Mach number.
BRMN, and the ground specific range, GSR, were derived as a function of
wind velocity VW and wind direction, 6. A second order analysis was
developed in which the derivatives of specific range, SR, with respect to
flight velocity, V, play an important role.
The results of sample calculations for s, GSR, and V* using the
second order analysis of Chapter III were reasonable when compared with
the results computed by Naval Air Development Center [Ref. 2].
The mathematical relationships developed in this thesis can be
utilized by any aircraft whenever the functional relationship between
specific range and velocity is known. The specific range and velocity
curve can be determined without difficulty [Ref. 2: pp. 9]. It is -
commended that a controlled experiment be set up to evaluate in-flight
accuracy and relevancy of the results of the equations reported herein.
The accuracy of the Flight Performance Advisory System methodology
has been verified against the F-4E and F-5E Flight Manuals [Ref. 3 and
4].
The Flight Performance Advisory System programs developed can be
readily utilized in both preflight and in-flight environments. The FPAS
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program developed in this theses are intended as a convenient, reliable
augmentation to the F-4E and F-5E Flight Manuals. The computer programs
for HP-41CV do not replace the manual, but rather make its performance
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DISCUSSION AND COMPUTER OUTPUTS FOR EXAMPLE
OF THE WIND PROBLEM
This appendix contains sample calculations for the A-7E aircraft
based on information contained in Reference 2. Specifically, the infor-
mation on specific range as a function of aircraft velocity shown in
Figure 3 of Reference 2 was used in equations (3-39) to (3-41). The
input parameters were:
V = 400 kts.0
=0.235 nm
SR(V0) lb. fuel
Altitude = 35,000 ft.
Gross weight = 20,000 lbs
Drag count = 50.
In Figure B.l, V* as a function of e is presented for three wind
velocities as follows: 10,50, and 100 knots. The corresponding values of
W are 0.025, 0.125, and 0.25. The dimension of e in Figure B.l to
0
Figure B.3 is radians. Both the V* curve in Figure B.l and the & curve
in Figure B.2 have similar shapes as one would expect from equation
(3-48).
For a tail wind, i.e., for 0 starting at zero and increasing to the
intersection of the V* and V0 curves, the aircraft flies slower. Con-
versely for a head wind, the aircraft flies slower.
The sign of e should flip when 0 changes from 00 to 1800. When 0 is
0° , the wind is a tail wind. The aircraft should fly at a slower speed,
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Figure B.1. E vs. a
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and the sign of c is minus. When e is 1800, the wind is a head wind, and
the aircraft should fly at a slower speed. The sign of e is positive.
The Figures B.3, B.4, and B.5 are polar plot of I&I vs. e with the
wind speed at 10 kts., 50 kts., and 100 kts., respectively. Note that as
the wind speed increases from 10 kts. to 50 kts., the size of the left
hand circle in Figure 8.4 increases relative to the right hand circle.
Also note, in Figure B.2, the V* with wind direction 1.571 Radian (900)
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Polar Plot of c vs. Theta (wind 50kts)
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-APPENDIX-C-
F-4E AND F-5E FPAS FLOW CHARTS
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Display; OPT Flight Display; Level off
Level, best range MN, Distance, best range
Best range TAS, Cruise MN, Best range GAS,
Time,Cruise Fuel, Level Flight time





























































































































































































Flag Compute & Display;
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F-4E AND F-5E FPAS PROGRAM LISTINGS
F-4E Optimum Cruise Program Listing
Statement Comments
-LbL E-.TT" Label "Start"
ck2 CLRG
"3 "3Cl" Input Drag Count
04 PROMPT
• j STO @2






























43 "90=i4 W)F4=5" FAA Restrictions?
,' 44 RI3MPT







49 GTO 18 Go to 10
56 CF 02
51 GTO A
524LBL 1 Label "10"
53 SF 02 Set FAA Flag
54 4TO A
55*LBL A Label "A"
56 CF 63
57 'MODE" Select Mode
58 PROMPT
59*LBL PFT* Label "PFT"



























5 8 ST+ 2!
















I74LBL 99 Subroutine "99"
1@8 3680 Altitude !i36,000?
149 RCL 8N
1i@ M< =Y'7
Ii GTO 20 Go to 20
1-2 -56.5
113 SO 89 Altitude Above 36,000?














-128-STENP-.LT: Display Standard Day
129 fRCL 89 Temperature at Optimum
138 QV1Ew Cruise Altitude
171 3Th)P•' 1 I ISTO
! 52 RTN
13.LRL Label "77"
34 xEy 9Q Execute 99
135 RCL $48
L 13 1.6T
;170 Go to 25
3 5 Label "25"
Copy available to DTIC does not
permit fully legible reproduction
158
Statement Comnents
140 GTO 30 Go to 30
141 GTO 35 Go to 35142#LBL 36S Label "30"
143 "EAST=i WST-2" Heading East Input 1
144 PROMPT Heading West Input 2




149 GTO 5O Go to 50
158 CF K1
151 GTO 54 Go to 51152*LBL 58 Label "50"
153 SF 01
154 iT3 5! Go to 51







162 GTO 18 Go to 18
163 RDN
!64 FS! 81
165 6TO 12 Go to 12
166 GTO 13 Go to 13
167*LBL 18 Label 18
168 RDN
169 FS) @I
178 GTO 3 Go to 13
71 GTO 12 Go to 12





178 GTO 55 Go to 55
179.LBL 12 Label "12"180 "888
181 !
82 STO 16
1:33 GTO 55 Go to 55





187 "IFR?VFR?" Input IFR 7
188 PROMPT VFR 8
189 7
190 X=Y?
191 GTO 68 Go to 60
192 GTO 61 Go to 61











284 GTO 62 Go to 62
201.L8L 62 Label "62"
206 RCL 16
207 FIX 8
208 "FAABRALT=" Display FAA Best Range
289 ARCL X Al titude
218 AVIE
211 STOP
2!2 GTO 36 Go to 36









22-2 GTO 36 To to 36
223*LBL 36 Label "36"
224 .86772





















2€7 "BRMN= Display Best Range Mach Number
24 ARCL 12
249 PROMPT
'56 "TW" Input Tail Wind
"51 PROMPT
2-. STO II
253 .T0 1 Go to 01
=.LBL @1 Label "01"













F 278 I CL 82
-2




- . Statement Coments

























; ~7 ~!J ,,
- .,i :T 2
Q.' .CL K3
7t7 EOTEIt
'72 @ RCI. ed


















3;2fLBL 17 Label "17"
33 FIX 4 Compute Best Range True













4 358 GTO 16
359*L8L 21 Label "21"
36@ PCL i3 Compute Best Range Ground
3 'CL i I Airspeed362+
763 STO 15
364 PT4
365.LBL 16 Label "16"





371 'L 4i Display Best Range Ground
372 PROMPT Speed




377 GTO 96 Go to 90
378 GTO A Go to A
- 379#LBL 90 Label "90"
38i FS1 92
381 GTO 91 Go to 91
382 GTO A Go to A
393*LBL 91 Label "91
3.4 44600
385 RCL 18386 X)Y?
337 GTO 94 Go to 94
388 GT' 93 Go to 93
389*LBL 93 Label "93"
390 RCL 1




















































4.52 GTO 94 Go to 94
453 GTO 9? Go to 97
454*LBL 97 Label "97"
455 CL 16
456 R1CL 6
458 ,T0 92 Go to 92
4r4 GT 93 Go to 93
4tO*LBL ;4 Label "94"
61 B EEP




465 ,TO A Go to A






472 "NBRALT=" Display Next Best Range












485.LBL "IFT" Label "IFT"
456 SF 03








0 IT88 Go to 80
4 08 :7) 05 Go to 85
449O*LL Label "80"
580 LT' Input Altitude
5;1 PROMPT5~,2 1" A
,44 STO 16
9%5 )T 08




:.i 510 RCL 19I
512 STO 00
513 GTO 36 Go to 36
514#LBL CLB" Label "Climb"








523 XEQ 07 Execute 07
524 XEQ 04 Execute 04
525 RCL 12
52) FIX 0
."527 "ST= Display Distance Required







535 *FUEL=" Display Fuel Required to
r.6 ARCL X Climb
R TVIEW
538 STOP
53q i'TO A Go to A
54@*LBL @4 Label "04"
541 RCL 18
542 STO 08




• ~5 4 7 X ' T
548 RTN549 PCL 17
55a ST') 48
551 XE', 0, Execute 06































































































653*LBL 0? Label "07"























678LBL 08 Label "08"















i -m -i m . .. . . ~ ~ -.. 


































































769 "BEL TEMPI* Input Temperature Deviation
778 PROMPT From Standard Day





























F-4E Maximum Endurance and Descent Program Listing
Statement Comments
@1*LBL "DTA" Label "Data Mode"02 "DC?" Input Drag Count
03 PROMPT
64 STO 02
05 8?" Input Base Weight (lbs)
06 PROMPTZ. 7 1000
08
09 STO 04
























35 *GM=* Display Computed Gross
36 ARCL X Weight
37 AVIEW
38 STOP
39 "ODE:" What Mode do You Want to
4 40 PROMPT Select?
41LBL "END, Label "Max Endurance"
42 RCL 03







48 61.12 Compute Maximum Endurance













































-93 1094 ENTERt Continue to Compute Maximum


















114 GTO "TMN" Go to 'True Mach Number'
115*LBL "HETHI" Label "Maximum Endurance True
116 .1055 Mach Number" Drag Count
117 STO 11 (80-140)
118 .01407
119 RCL 68 Compute Maximum Endurance






















139 SbL 11 Compute Maximum Endurance














































185 ST+ 11 Continue to Compute









195LBL 26 Label "26"
1% XEQ *MEFF' Compute Maximum Endurance





282 "ENVALT=" Display Maximum Endurance







218 "FF=" Display Maximum Endurance




215 "ENDTMN=" Display Maximum Endurance







4 223LB1 *MEFF' Label "Maximum Endurance224 82 Fuel Flow"225 RCL 92
226 XAyl
22? 13TO nEFF2" Go to "Maximum Endurance
228 -.2.81 Fuel Flow (low altitude






232 + Compute Maximum Endurance















































278 3 Continue to Compute
279 YtX Maximum Endurance












































323 10 Compute Maximum Endurance
324 ENTERt Fuel Flow (Low Altitude






























355LBL "TNN Label "True Mach Number
* 356 RCL 02 for Maximum Endurance"
357 80
358 X(=Y')
359 GTO NETRI" Go to ",1ETMI"
360 -.5945 Compute Maximum Endurance











370 RCL 92 Continue to Compute
371 .0013355 Maximum Endurance













































416 ENTERt Continue to Compute
47 3 Maximum Endurance





















































469 GTO *NEFF3" Go to "MEFF3"470 -.8749471 RCL 8 Compute Maximum Endurance
472 .161209 Fuel Flow (Low Altitude
473 * DC 80-140)
474 +

































507 2,26 628 Continue to Compute
Maximum Endurance















526 RCL I I
527 STO 01
528 ,TO 26
529#LBL "MEFF3" Label "MEFF3"
530 3.5516
531 RCL 88 Compute Maximum Endurance53? .06342 Fuel Flow (High Altitude























;'" 553 ST + I I553 SL 11 Continue to Compute
555 xt2 Maximum Endurance
























580 *DIST=' Display Distance Required






587 "RESFUEL- Display Fuel Required to





593 GTO DATA, Go to Data
594*LBL 01 Label "01"

















609LBL 02 Label "02"
618 380
611 RTN Descent Airspeed 300 KIAS




























640 ST+ I I
641 2.5331





















































"---*'' -- - -"" - " ".-* :.-n- 
, 















































F-4E Bingo Program Listing
Statement Comments
@I*LBL 1T, Label "Data"
82 FiX 8
83 CLRG





















25 MODE" Select Mode
21 PROMPT
27 GTO "BHGO" Go to Bingo
28.LBL *BNGO" Label "ingo"
'i CF 13
.@ 'DISTANCE,' Input Distance
31 PROMPT
312 STO 84
S.33 PFELT" Input Fuel Weight
34 PROMPT
35 XEQ 03
3 6 DELTMP , "  Input Temperature Deviation
37 PRiPT from Standard Day Temperature36 c,.o 3
S"EADiNDV Input Head Wing Component
4o PROMPT
41 ':70 11
42 ,]o 5 Go to 05
4'#LBL 45 Label "05"
44 *,E 21 Execute 21
* 45*LBL @6 Label "06"

















59 XEQ 25 Execute 25



















79 XEQ 18 Execute 18










































120 GTO 08 Go to 08
12 1LBL 07 Label "07"
122 SF 13 No Cruise Leg of










































163 XEQ 22 Execute 22




168 XEQ 25 Execute 25
169 XEQ 27 Execute 27
176#LBL 88 Label "08"
171 FS? 13
172 GTO069 Go to 09
173 GTO 1e Go to 10























194 XEQ 28 Execute 28
195 IM=, Display Level Off
1% ARCL X Cruising Mach Number
197 AVIEW
198 STOP




204 "CRFUEL=" Display Fuel Required
285 ARCL X to Cruise
286 AVIEN
207 STOP
208 GTO 18 Go to 10
209*LBL *RAI Label "A"
210 "NOCRUSELEG" Display No Cruising Leg
211 PRONPT
212 GTO 18 Go to 10
213LBL 18 Label "10"
214 GTO 'DATA' Go to Data
215*LBL *DAT" Label Data
216 BEEP
2'7 "CLBDST=" Display Distance Required





224 "CLFUEL=" Display Fuel Required








231 *PTFL ="  Display Best Range




236 GTO 14 Go to 14
237 FIX 4
238 "ACH=' Display Best Range Mach




243 "TAS-- Display Best Range True
244 ARCL 89 Airspeed
245 AVIEW
246 STOP
247 *OAT=, Display Ambient Air
248 ARCL 03 Temperature
249 *NINO=* Display Wind
256 ARCL 11





256 "CRTIWK=" Display Time Required to





262 "CRUSFUEL=" Display Fuel Required to
263 RRCL X Cruise
264 AVIEW
265 STOP
266 "CRDIST= Display Distance Required
267 ARCL 04 to Cruise
268 VIEN
269 STOP
27@#LBL 14 Label "14"
271 "DESPT=" Display Begin Descent Point
272 ARCL 13
273 AVIEW





278 "BESFULa" Display Fuel Required to













292 GTO *FF" Go to FF
293 GTO *TF Go t: TF
294LBL "FF" Label "FF"
295 RCL 38
296 +
297 GTO "TF" Go to TF
298*LBL "TF" Label "TF"





3@4 GTO a9 Go to 09
385 ITO "D AI Go to Data
306*LBL H Label H"





312 GTO 1s Go tO 20






.i 12' 3T+ 81
321 RCL 11






324#LBL 20 Label 112010
325 350
326 RTH
















































374#LBL 22 Label "22"
375 57.5 Subroutine for Climb
















































420 Xt2 Continue to Compute














































465'LBL 24 Label "24"

















































































547 .@8'9 i a94: *


















568*LBL 25 Label "25"
































































6 632 RCL 31
633 STO 14
634 PTN
635*LBL 27 Label "27"
636 -1.895 Subroutine for Descent






















































If-m r '-am I m - i' 




692#LBL 28 Label "28"
693 .86772 Subroutine for Best Range


























728 -.811423 Label "26"


























































































894LBL 18 Label "18"
895 36.1











81L3L "BT" Label "Data Mode"
•2 -I?" Input Drag Count
03 PROMPT
g4 STO 82





10 MODE?* Select Mode
-I PROMPT
12-LBL "0 Label "0"
13 "CL ?" Optimum Cruise Mode
14 PROMPT Input Start Climb Gross Weighti" 15 1888
16 /
17 STO 05
18 'DIST?* Input Distance
19 PROMPT
28 STO 86
21 45.456 Compute Optimum Cruise




























48 * Continue to Compute










































93 RCL 86 Continue to Compute







































• i . 6., ,
210
" .-  .o. -. ,- - ., - , .& t., . -. '-• . .- 4 a• . . .2., . ... .- .. . i- - . . ..,. , . , ,
Statement Comments
139 1@14 ETE Continue to Compute




















































191 STO 81 Store 01






































232 Continue to Compute




























' . 261 18
262 ENTERt
264 YtX












i.":: .' . ,,, - - _. -. , - - . .- , -A ' , • -- " -"-" - •..2 " .%'-" ".< . . .-. - o_ d : i'oL--,. - - ",,'--.
Statement Comments
277
278 ST+ 12 Continue to Compute









288 ST+ 07 Store Register 07
289 RCL 87
2998LBL "Nh Label "NM"
291 .17836 Compute Specific Range

































324 ST+ 12 Continue to Compute











































*i * * * * * .. * * ' . ....
Statement Comments
369 4.368255
37@ Continue to Compute













































415 RCL 62 Continue to Compute






























446 "OPCALT=" Display Optimum Cruise




451 "4N:" Display Optimum Cruise
452 ARCL 67 Indicated Mach Number
453 RVIEW
454 STOP
455 "BITG'" How Long from One's Position
456 PROMPT to Destination?




* .. * - - -- -- < ,~g
y7 7
Statement Comments













474 "H/FUEL="  Display Specific Range
475 ARCL 88 (Nautical Mile Per Pount of
476 AVIEW Fuel)










487 GTO "DT" Go to Data Mode
488LBL *DR*
489 *F)148@?HITI" Label Diversion Range
498 PROMPT If Fuel Quantity is Greater
491 1 Than 1400 lbs. Press 1
492 X=Y1
493 GTO 01
, 494 *DIST!' Input Distance
495 PROMPT
496 STO 80




582 *O, ENG?" Both Engines in Operation or
583 PROMPT One in Operation? Press 1 or 2.
584 1
585 X=Yl









512 .214 Compute Diversion Range



































































580 269.01 Compute Fuel Required for

































































- - -. - .- . - * - -. ' .. . . . ..~r . .. . .. -. - . .* * a~ -~ .*_, J.. m , ' .. ' . " . -
Statement Comments
m:::i645 RCL 03
646 xt2 Continue to Compute Fuel











659 GTO "DISP" Go to 'Display'
668*LBL "SED Label "Single Engine Diversion




665 GTO "SDI' Go to 'SDl'
666 4.876 Compute Single Engine Cruise





























692 ST+ 12 Continue to Compute Single
693 RCL 80 Engine Cruise Altitude for






















716 GTO 'SF" Go to 'SF'
717#8LL A Label "A"
718 14
719 STO 83
729.LBL SF Compute Fuel Required for



















737 .1838 Continue to Compute Fuel
738* Required for Single Engine




































776#LBL IN' Label "SM"
" 777 .46766 Compute Single Engine Cruise
778 RCL 83 Mach Number for Single Engine






737 .1838 Continue to Compute Fuel
73 * Required for Single Engine



























767 * Co15y avtiable to DTIC doe nct




7"3 FSC 8 2
774 RTN
. 75 GTO *SM*
776.L8L * " Label "SM"
777 .46766 Compute Single Engine Cruise
?78 ',L 83 Mach Number for Single
779 -.@I Engine Diversion Range
'31
* "32 Ru.L 8... ..
p2zmi fully legible repioducbM
225
Statement Comments
:3 Xt Compute Single Engine Cruise
764 .A824M4 Mach Number for Single Engine























8@9 GTO ISP" Go to 'Display'
818*LBL "SE' Compute Single Engine Cruise
811 SF 81 Altitude When Cruise Altitude













825 + Cowy avyilable to DTIC does not




8.39 + Continue to Compute Single831 STO 12 Engine Cruise Altitude










































87 X' EQ *SF' Compute Fuel Required for Single
Engine Diversion Range

































907 GTO "D" Go to 'Data'
908.8L 51"
999 RCL 93
9t0 "BESPT=" Display Begin Descent Point




915 GTO "DT" Go to 'Data'
916#LBL 81 Label "01"
917 "S12I54D38088"
9tS PROMfPT
" 919 .END. End
228I
l i l l " 'I " I I I i
i l
l l - i ' h i ' l i l ' i , i , " ' , ". . . , .. . .- . . . .
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